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Professor speaks on Chinese-
Americans in 20th century 
JACK MURPHY '15 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
On Tuesday, Oct. 23 , Trinity 
College hosted leading American 
Studies scholar and Women's Studies 
expert Professor Jean Pfaelzer. 
Pfaelzer spoke as a part of the annual 
John Cohn lecture series, and dis-
cussed one of the most horrendous, 
and unknown moments in American 
history. 
Pfaelzer, who was the first female 
dean of faculty at Trinity College, is 
currently a Professor of English, 
Women's Studies, and Asian Studies at 
the University of Delaware. In 2011, 
she was the Senior Fulbright Scholar 
COURTESY OF goodreads.com 
Pfaelzer currently is at the University of Delaware. 
in American Culture at the University 
of Utrecht, Neth erlands. She is the 
author of Driven Out! The Forgotten 
War Against Chinese Americans and 
the author of four other books, includ-
ing The Utopian Novel in America, 
Parlor Radical: Rebecca Harding 
Davis, and The Origins of American 
Social Realism. Pfaelzer received a 
B.A. and M.A. from the University of 
California, Berkeley. She then went to 
Cambridge University, UK, where she 
received a second graduate diploma 
and finished her Ph.D. dissertation on 
American utopianism at University 
College, London. 
Pfaelzer says that when people 
think of ethnic cleansing, they th ink of 
Darfur, Somalia, Rwanda, and Bosnia. 
But it may be time that people start 
thinking about Humboldt County, Ca. 
China's first treaty with the United 
States, the Treaty of Wanghia, in 1844, 
allowed the British and Americans to 
sail into th e southern ports of Canton 
Shanghai, Ningbo, and Fuzhou. By the 
early1850s, Russia's army had invaded 
China's eastern border and seized 
Manchuria, which led many Chinese 
to then sail to the United States. "An 
island called California, on the right 
hand of the Indies, very near the 
see FORMER on page 10 
Students attend forums to dis-
cuss social changes at Trinity 
JAKE MEVORACH '16 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
The administration held two 
forums on Thursday Oct. 25, open to 
everyone to discuss the new social pol-
icy. Students and administrators 
expressed their opinions in a heated 
debate. The forum began with a Psi U 
brother bringing up the school consti-
tution's guarantee to the "right to 
association." Moreover, the brother 
said, an organization like Pike isn't 
even affiliated with the school. By forc-
ing these institutions to take on co-ed 
members they are put in a position 
where they will have to take on mem-
bers of the opposite gender and thus 
lose their funding from their national 
organizations or they will lose their 
house if they do not comply with the 
college's new gender equality policy. 
Either way, for fraternities or sorori· 
ties whose charters prohibit the taking 
on of members of the opposite sex, this 
means the destruction of the organiza· 
tion. Effectively, this boils down to the 
college taking away their right to asso· 
ciate with an organization according to 
the brother. The brother went on to 
say that Trinity's action against frater-
nities was not only flying in the face of 
the constitu tion but also was overstep· 
ping their powers by requiring non -
school· affiliated organizations like 
Pike to take opposite sex members as 
well. The brother went on to cite the 
14th amendment right to freedom of 
assembly. These recurring points along 
with a few others, but mainly these, 
would form the meat and potatoes of 
the argument made by the fraternity 
brothers and sorority sisters. 
Representatives of the college 
(members of the faculty and the stu -
dent members of the advisory board) 
then mounted a response to the claims 
of the Psi U brother. There was a pro-
fessor there who had at one point been 
a practicing constitutional lawyer who 
spoke to the point of the 14th amend-
ment raised by the brother. The profes · 
sor brought up the point that this was 
a private institution and thus the 
school's policies could be made to act, 
to a certain extent, regardless of the 
precepts held by the Constitution of 
the United States. Requiring all the 
fraternities and sororities to take on 
members of the opposite sex would be 
far from an infringement of the stu -
dent's inalienable rights because it 
would be occurring in a private insti-
see FORUM on page 6 
Department of Music puts on 
successful showing of RENT 
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13 
MANAGING EDITOR 
Th eatergoers waited anxiously in 
the lobby of Austin Arts Center on 
October 25, 26, and 27, hoping to 
exchange their waitlist tickets for 
seats to see Trinity's sold-out produc· 
tion of the Broadway hit musical 
RENT. With a cast and crew made up 
almost entirely of Trinity students, 
audience members jammed, clapped, 
and even mooed along to the 
Department of Music's impressive ren· 
dition of the memorable classic. 
After its off-Broadway debut in 
1996, RENT enjoyed an impressive 
twelve-year, 5,124-performance run at 
the Nederlander Theater in New York 
City, mak ing it the ninth -longest-run-
ning Broadway sh ow of all time. 
During these years, the controversial 
musical raked in Tony Awards for Best 
Musical, Best Book, and Best Score, as 
well as the Pulitzer Prize for Drama in 
1996. Unfortunately, RENT's composer 
and playwright Jonathan Larson was 
not able to receive these awards and 
see the success of his groundbreaking 
show, as he died unexpectedly the 
night before the show's off-Broadway 
premiere. However, if he had been in 
the audience to see Trinity's produc· 
tion, he would have surely been 
impressed by the energy and commit· 
ment of the actors to their parts, as 
well as by the strength of their vocal 
see TRINITY on page 13 
RENT was shown at the Trinity College Austin Arts Center on Oct. 25, 26, and 27th to a sold-out crowd. 
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Tripod Editorial 
Romney Ryan 2012: A final thought 
The 2012 presidential race is 
finally coming to a close this 
Tuesday, Nov. 6 after 14 long 
months of heavy campaigning by 
both candidates. Specific states 
such as Ohio, Virginia, North 
Carolina, New Hampshire, and 
Pennsylvania have been given 
special attention by Mitt 
Romney in the past few weeks 
due to the most recent natural 
disaster, Hurricane Sandy, pre-
dominantly because of how they 
have been targeted as swing 
states. The recent devastation 
on the eastern seaboard has, 
rightfully so, diverted the spot-
light from the election and 
turned the public's attention to 
the catastrophic effects of the 
storm. Both the Obama and 
Romney parties decided in an 
increasingly rare bought of 
bipartisanship to suspend their 
campaigns for the moment in 
order to focus on the damaging 
effects of the hurricane. 
President Obama returned to 
Washington to coordinate recov-
ery efforts in the northeast and 
Romney promised to halt his 
campaign and assist in the reha-
bilitation of the most damaged 
areas. However, as with all 
things Romney-related, he found 
a way to go around his original 
statement in order to continue on 
his campaign trail and make 
appearances in the above men-
tioned battleground states, dis-
guising his visits as ''hurricane 
relief efforts." Under this fac;ade, 
Romney, his wife Ann, and Paul 
Ryan appeared in the same 
places as planned pre-hurricane, 
and catered their political efforts 
to the same indecisive voters 
they had previously targeted. It 
is safe to assume, based on 
Romney's past actions, that 
rather than suspending their 
campaign as promised, he used 
this national disaster as a way of 
taking advantage of President 
Obama's forced distraction for 
his own benefit in an attempt to 
get one more good "campaign" in. 
No one can fault the 
Republican Party for trying its 
very hardest to win a close and 
hard fought election, but under 
such questionable circumstances 
it isn't hard to see how these 
events have been viewed as "sus-
pect" by Democrats. Why would 
they attempt to lead the recovery 
effort from areas not directly 
affected by the storm? Romney 
was photographed this past 
week facilitating relief efforts in 
several eastern states that were 
affected by the storm, noticeably 
leaving New York out. Many 
critics have commented that he 
intentionally ignored New York 
because of its overwhelming 
democratic majority, deeming it 
as a ''hopeless cause." 
What is even more discon-
certing are the allegations that 
the Romney campaign has been 
donating financial aid to certain 
states and not others based on 
their political leanings. It is not 
ungrounded to believe that 
Romney and Ryan are less inter 
ested in helping states in support 
of Obama or that they are hoping 
that these donations will swing 
the states in their favor. The 
thought that the Republican 
Party took advantage of such a 
horrific incident that has affect-
ed many innocent civilians is 
upsetting on many different lev-
els. Romney has deceived both 
his rivaling party and the 
American people in a moment 
that was meant to be a brief spot 
of ceasefire and bipartisanship. 
Had the campaign of President 
Obama attempted such an act 
there would be no end to the 
cries of foul play from his critics. 
What does it say to the world 
when the man who wants to be 
our leader deliberately deceives 
his own people for personal gain? 
More importantly what kind of 
message does that send to 
American citizens about the 
value of honesty and fair play, 
two supposedly quintessential 
American virtues? 
-LMK 
Not to worry; magazines will survive 
Last month, Newsweek 
announced that December 31 will 
mark the publication of its last 
print edition, and next year it will 
make the move to only digital. 
Newsweek has been published 
every week for the past 80 years, 
reporting on the most important 
and controversial stories and 
issues of the better part of the 
twentieth century. So why has it 
decided to make the web its new 
permanent residence? Many 
might see this as a bad omen for 
the magazine industry as whole; 
how will other print weeklies sur-
vive if Newsweek can't? News like 
this can seem a little troubling, 
especially for people like me who 
want to go into magazines in the 
future. But fortunately for us, 
since Newsweek's announcement, 
many people have cautioned that 
their decision does not bode ill for 
the magazine industry as a whole. 
According to an article pub-
lished on the Hufiington Post, 
magazine ad revenue has consis-
tently increased over the last 
three years, paid magazine sub-
scriptions are up this year, and 
overall circulation has remained 
steady. 'The water is so warm for 
the magazine industry that in the 
first nine months of the year, 181 
new magazines were launched 
while only about a third as many, 
or 61, closed, according to publica-
tion database MediaFinder.com," 
states the article. So it seems that 
based on statistics, magazines as 
a whole are doing just fine, and 
Newsweek's troubles are just a 
reflection on their ability to do 
what all magazines strive to do; 
build a meaningful and beneficial 
connection with readers. 
Newsweek has been the sec-
ond-largest news weekly pub-
lished in the US for virtually its 
entire existence, always trailing 
Time in circulation, revenue, and 
popularity. There are inevitably 
magazines that report on the 
same types of things, but each has 
its own approach and unique style 
that separates it from the others 
and keeps readers interested. 
Newsweek has failed to do this, as 
its circulation has declined over 
50 percent in the last five years, 
while Time's circulation has only 
dropped 19 percent. With digital 
journalism on the rise, more and 
more people are getting their 
news quicker and in a more con-
densed format, so the challenge 
faced by news weeklies (and all 
magazines, for that matter) is to 
give readers a reason to read more 
about issues and events they 
probably already have a basic 
awareness of. Time and other 
magazines that have remained 
stable or increased their circula-
tion recently have been successful 
in this endeavor; Newsweek, 
unfortunately, was not. 
Magazines have a unique 
opportunity that other types of 
publications do not have; the abil-
ity to report a specific body of 
related information to a reader 
only looking for information on 
those specific topics. Someone 
without an interest in sports will 
not pick up a copy of Sports 
mustrated, and those who don't 
enjoy a good meal probably won't 
be subscribing to Bon Appetit. 
Magazines can be confident that 
readers are genuinely interested 
in their content before they open 
the book, which is valuable 
knowledge that they should be 
taking advantage of every day. As 
a news magazine, it was a little 
more difficult for Newsweek to 
utilize this aspect of the magazine 
business, but they likely could 
have done a better job on this 
front. 
Even though we are being 
cautioned not to relate 
Newsweek's decision to the direc-
tion of the magazine industry as a 
whole, I think it will be very inter 
esting to see its aftermath in the 
coming year or two. Lots of maga-
zines have been adding digital 
components to their publications 
in recent years, and these will 
inevitably grow in popularity in 
the future with more people pur-
chasing tablets, so the future of 
Newsweek could foreshadow the 
potential success of these digital 
portions. However, I don't see any 
other titles following in 
Newsweek's footsteps; as long as 
waiting rooms and coffee tables 
exist, there will always be a place 
for print magazines in our lives. 
-ALR 
Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of Tbt Tri11ity Tripod , 
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor. 
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Arguments against social policy should be made respectfully 
FORREST ROBINETTE '16 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Several weeks ago, it seemed 
as though the new social policy 
was the sole topic of conversation 
throughout the campus. My 
friends debated what it meant 
for our next four years. I over-
heard professors discussing the 
effects it will have on academic 
performance. In one of my class-
es, we speculated about how it 
might cause donations to fall. 
Discourse regarding the policy 
change was ubiquitous and 
much of it was extremely critical. 
The intensity of the student out-
rage was impressive. I assumed 
that the opposition to the policy 
would have blown over by now, 
but many students are still just 
as passionate today as the day it 
was announced. I understand 
there was meant to be a protest 
during Homecoming weekend. I 
have seen students sporting but-
tons with the slogan, 'This is 
Trinity College, not Jones 
College" as a criticism of 
President Jones' agenda. 
Students have posted signs 
expressing their discontent in 
many buildings across campus. 
All of this proves that students 
are still very concerned that this 
new policy will destroy what we 
love about Trinity. 
The most contentious aspect 
of the new policy is its apparent 
goal to replace Greek life with 
other social institutions. It is 
interesting that this hostility 
towards fraternities seems to 
also be a general trend across the 
nation. This is particularly evi-
dent in the media in which fra-
ternities are often harshly paint-
ed as dangerous and detrimen-
tal. I am from Knoxville, 
Tennessee and the state univer-
sity in my town recently had a 
publicity disaster which revolved 
around the school's Greek sys-
tem. A member of the UT chap-
ter of Pi Kappa Alpha almost lost 
his life due to excessive alcohol 
consumption. The doctor who 
treated him said that his BAC 
was so high that his survival was 
a miracle. This fact alone is hor-
rifying, but even more shocking 
was his means of consumption. 
The fraternity brothers were 
practicing something colloquially 
termed ''butt-chugging." I won't 
describe it here, but needless to 
say it was terrifically embarrass-
ing for the fraternity and for the 
college. The press seized this 
story and turned it into a sensa-
tional account about the many 
dangers associated with Greek 
life. In my opinion, Greek life 
was unfairly targeted in this 
case. Fraternity brothers are not 
the only students who become 
dangerously drunk. They were 
just the ones who caught the 
media's attention in this particu-
lar incident. I also believe that 
the reputation of many fraterni-
ties make them an easy scape-
goat. I can't say whether this 
growing negative attitude 
towards Greek life is justified or 
not, but it seems to be here to 
stay. 
My brother attends the 
University of Tennessee and his 
fraternity, Phi Gamma Delta, 
was recently shut down by the 
school's administration due to 
drinking incidents throughout 
their pledging process. I recently 
read an article in the New York 
Times about a college that 
banned all Greek life due to a 
series of alcohol-related deaths 
in the student body. These are 
just some example of how Greek 
life is often blamed for evils 
plaguing college campuses. It 
would seem that this anti-Greek 
sentiment is now thriving at 
Trinity. Is Greek life really to 
blame? I don't know nearly 
enough to answer that, but the 
fact remains that fraternities 
and sororities are under fire at 
Trinity. 
Students have been fervently 
voicing their opinions regarding 
the movement to replace Greek 
life. Some of these opinions have 
been very constructive and help-
ful while others come off as petty 
and petulant. Many students 
have respectfully and effectively 
gone about expressing their dis-
content with the new policy. One 
example is a group of students 
who met with the administra-
tion to discuss better ways of 
involving student opinion in the 
decision-making process. By con-
trast, other students have been 
harshly attacking the faculty 
and administration. I heard 
many students call the faculty 
uncaring and disrespectful 
towards students. Assertions like 
this seem unconstructive and 
tenuous. One of the reasons I 
decided to attend Trinity was 
because of the involved and sym-
pathetic faculty and my time 
here has only reinforced that 
belief. I have not met a single fac-
ulty member so far who I could 
describe as uncaring towards 
students. Why would someone 
choose to work at a college if they 
didn't care about students? 
Some critics of the new policy 
make it sound as though the new 
policy was engineered specifical-
ly by the diabolical faculty and 
administration to make students 
miserable. I was discussing the 
policy with a fellow student and 
by his description one would 
have thought that President 
Jones spends his days inventing 
new ways to make the student 
body unhappy. I applaud stu-
dents who are making their voic-
es and thoughts heard, but I am 
disappointed by other students 
who unfairly paint the faculty 
and administration as some-
thing they aren't. 
I personally do not like the 
new social policy one bit. I do not 
agree with what it aims to 
achieve. In the time that I've 
been here, I've come to believe 
that the current social system 
works extremely well. I believe 
the fraternities are helpful 
rather than harmful. I believe 
that Greek life provides an 
extremely fun late night scene 
which few other social institu-
tions could compete with. I 
believe many Greek organiza-
tions continuously give back to 
the community and enrich the 
school. Students should absolute-
ly defend this system, but they 
shouldn't do so through personal 
attacks and petty criticism. I love 
Trinity and I, like many stu-
dents, want it to remain the way 
it is. However, insulting com-
ments regarding the faculty and 
administration is not the right 
way to go about preserving what 
we love about this school. Such 
comments are unfair, untrue and 
should remain unsaid. 
This new social policy was not 
born out of apathy towards stu-
dents. It is an earnest attempt, 
although perhaps a misguided 
one, to keep the school moving 
forward. To opponents of the pol-
icy, keep fighting, but avoid 
sweeping generalizations about 
the faculty and administration's 
motivations. We are privileged to 
attend a school in which we are 
encouraged and have the right to 
voice our opinions. We have the 
right to criticize the choices of the 
administration and faculty. So let 
our criticism be constructive, 
thought-out and objective rather 
than mean-spirited, careless and 
speculative. 
Focus on presentation in politics diverts attention from real issues 
MICHAEL CALISTRI '16 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
The third and final presiden-
tial debate, held on October 22nd 
in Boca Raton, Florida, was the 
most talked about event of the 
week in American news. 
Presidential election coverage 
has clearly been spotlighted on a 
national scale, but how did inter-
national news sources perceive 
the foreign policy debate? A fre-
quent assignment I had in high 
school English class was to com-
pare and contrast international 
and national news publications 
on how they reported current 
events. The object was to detail 
how truth shifted from source to 
source and notice the difference 
in journalistic "spin," but also to 
recognize what a foreign perspec-
tive reveals about our own coun-
try. In reading several articles on 
the debate, I found investigating 
the interpretations of the debate 
from national news sources and 
those overseas can be insightful 
to the contrasting viewpoints 
held on American politics. 
News publications reporting 
from the United States focused 
on the uniformity of foreign poli-
cies by Barack Obama and Mitt 
Romney. Sources like the New 
York Times and the Buffington 
Post reported on the debate with 
headlines like "Romney Couldn't 
Agree More" and "Presidential 
Debate: Obama, Romney agree 
on foreign policy," noting the lack 
of division the two candidates 
had on key issues. Conservative 
political commentator Glenn 
Beck even took to Twitter, stat-
ing, "I am glad to know that Mitt 
agrees with Obama so much. No, 
really. Why vote?'' Articles high-
lighted the candidate's agree-
ment on topics such as drone 
strikes, sanctions to Iran, and 
support for Israel. Governor 
Romney's changing stance on the 
removal of troops from 
Afghanistan was especially 
pointed out, as he agreed with 
President Obama during the 
debate on setting a timetable for 
removal, something he had pre-
viously refused to do. 
American news sources con-
cluded that both candidates had 
a very specific agenda going into 
the debate, with President 
Obama going on the offensive 
and striking out against 
Governor Romney. The news 
noted the President for his 
aggressive political "zingers" 
towards Romney, including one 
particularly brazen remark, 'The 
1980's, they're now calling to ask 
for their foreign policy back," 
when Romney referred to 
Russia's Vladimir Putin as the 
country's number one geopoliti-
cal enemy. Romney took a more 
passive approach, appearing 
''highly competent" as he disre-
garded many of the President's 
aggressive remarks. CNN 
declared the debate a "comman-
der in chief test" for Governor 
Romney, with the outcome of his 
performance determining if he 
was competent and capable 
enough to run the country. An 
article in the Huiiington Post 
went even f..rrther, stating that 
the debate was about "style 
rather than substance," and that 
the tone and delivery of the can-
didates was more important 
than the issues being discussed. 
These publications embraced the 
stylistic nature of the debate, 
admitting that foreign policy 
would have little affect on the 
outcome of the election. 
British news sources report-
ed on the "style rather than sub-
stance" debate in a far different 
way, giving a penetrating, and 
slightly alarming, look at how 
foreigners view the election and 
American politics as a whole. 
British tabloids did uphold the 
conclusions made by American 
publications that there was a 
strong resemblance that candi-
dates had on foreign policy 
issues, as an article in the 
Economist stated that the debate 
''was not that useful a guide to 
how the two candidates differ in 
views of the world." Unlike the 
Huiiington Post or the New York 
Times however, overseas publi-
cations critically interpreted that 
the consensus on foreign policy 
stemmed from a lack of interest 
Americans had taken in interna-
tional affairs. The Economist 
went on to describe the foreign 
policy debate as a "reality check" 
for Romney and Obama, who 
have come to see nonnative 
affairs as rather unimportant in 
this year's election. 
Another article titled "US 
candidates face up to foreign pol-
icy dilemmas," written by BBC 
correspondent Jonathon Marcus, 
further criticized the highly styl-
ized debate for its emphasis on 
flair and presentation rather 
than foreign policy. The article 
came to the same conclusion as 
many news outlets in the United 
States, stating that the debate 
would determine if Govenor 
Romney had, "a capacity to lead 
America" through strength of 
political character and delivery 
of the key issues. While 
American's applauded the 
debate as being an identifier for 
a charismatic leader, British 
news publications took offense to 
the contest, which lacked the 
stress on international dilemmas 
that voters should be using to 
weigh their opinions. Marcus 
condemned the candidates for 
being "Americentric" and trying 
to shift the geopolitical focus of 
the debate back to the national 
scale, stating that foreign policy 
issues were meant to make 
Governor Romney and President 
Obama "deal with the reality'' of 
the world. 
It seems the trend of British 
tabloids is to portray American 
politics as unreservedly neglect-
ful of worldly matters and 
immensely shallow in its selec-
tion of leadership. Although the 
focus of these articles was on the 
alleged insularity of American 
presidential candidates, it was 
the subtle disdain for the direc-
tion of the election process that 
was the most revealing about the 
rest of the world's perception of 
us. While the assertion made in 
the Economist and BBC that our 
country is "Americentric" may be 
unfair, it is their conclusion on 
the supe~ficialify of American 
politics that is more telling. 
International publications have 
determined that Americans idol-
ize charisma and style in a pres-
ident, perhaps enough that sub-
stantial issues have taken a back 
seat to the spectacle of American 
politics. 
After my reading of these 
international publications, I 
found it alarming that one of 
three presidential debates this 
fall has been denoted to showcas-
ing the poise of the candidates, 
and asked the question: should 
our president be decided by how 
capable he appears on TY, or by 
how his actions and views have 
defined political policy? 
Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and ch not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff. 
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Partisanship rears its ugly head in the wake of Hurricane Sandy 
JEFF SYBERTZ '13 
STAFF WRITER 
This past week, Hurricane 
Sandy battered the east coast, 
killing dozens of people, caus-
ing billions of dollars in proper-
ty damage, and leaving mil-
lions without electricity from 
Virginia to Massachusetts. 
Millions of people throughout 
New Jersey, New York and 
Connecticut still are without 
power and the shorelines in the 
tri-state area have been deci-
mated. 
Although this storm has 
been a terrible tragedy that 
will take some areas years to 
recover from, one of the bright 
spots of the past week has been 
the response of the federal, 
state, and local government. 
During the height of election 
season where politics appears 
to be at its most ruthless, 
Republicans and Democrats 
have been working together to 
ensure that government per-
forms its most fundamental 
task, the protection of its citi-
zens. Unfortunately, m our 
current political system, it 
appears that a national disas-
ter or tragedy is the only way to 
get our government to function 
so efficiently and effectively. 
The most publicized exam-
ple of this bipartisan coopera -
tion throughout all levels of 
government has taken place in 
New Jersey. The extensive 
coastline of the Garden State 
has suffered the most damage 
and many people are still 
stranded in their homes or 
shelters without access to basic 
services. However, if the dif-
ferent levels of government 
had not been as proactive 
before the storm and as 
responsive after, the state 
would be in much worse shape. 
Republican Governor Chris 
Christie has been praised for 
his ability to mobilize his 
resources and act swiftly in the 
face of this disaster. Governor 
Christie, who has been an out-
spoken critic of President 
Obama throughout the cam-
paign season, has praised the 
President for his assistance, 
leadership, and ability to 
maintain lines of communica-
tion between the different lev-
els of government throughout 
the recovery process. Due to 
Christie's constant derision of 
President Obama for his 
inability to lead a divided coun-
try prior to the storm, the 
country was shocked when the 
two of them appeared together 
at a press conference in one of 
the most devastated regions. 
Although there is still plen-
ty of work to be done and there 
are many citizens who are dis-
satisfied with the government 
response because they still do 
not have power, electricity is 
slowly coming back, the transit 
authority is steadily restoring 
its services, and people are 
gradually returning to a state 
of normalcy. This recovery is 
due mainly to the hard work of 
utility and public workers but 
also to the government officials 
who have been able to work 
through the lethargy of 
bureaucracy. In his press con-
ference with Governor 
Christie, President Obama 
asserted that if any official, 
state or local, called the federal 
government for assistance, 
their call would be returned 
within 15 minutes. Along with 
the disaster response, the dif-
ferent levels of government 
acted very efficiently in the 
events leading up to the storm. 
Thanks to advanced meteoro-
logical technologies, scientists 
could map when and where the 
storm hit, and how strong it 
would be. Therefore, many 
states filed for federal emer-
gency relief funds prior to the 
storm and the federal govern-
ment was able to approve those 
funds so that the state and 
local governments could be as 
proactive as possible. 
The cooperation and bipar-
tisanship between members of 
both parties throughout all lev-
els of government appears to 
be a triumph of government to 
come together and provide for 
their citizens at their most vul-
nerable moment. 
Unfortunately, the response to 
Sandy actually has shown that 
a natural disaster is one of the 
few, if not the only, situations 
in which the US government 
can be bipartisan and efficient. 
One of the saddest parts of the 
Hurricane Sandy response is 
that people expect their gov-
ernment to be lethargic and 
unwilling to compromise. 
People were surprised to find 
that their government was 
competent, efficient, and effec-
tive. Moreover, people were 
surprised to see the 
Democratic President and a 
Republican Governor on stage 
together at a press conference. 
Instead of focusing on the 
issues of getting relief to those 
who needed it, the media 
focused on this political cooper-
ation. In an interview with 
Fox News, Christie said that 
he did not care about the elec-
tion and that his only concern 
was protecting the people of 
his state, and if Obama were 
going to help him, he would 
praise the President. People 
have expressed absolute shock 
with Christie since this inter-
view and some pundits have 
even asserted that Christie's 
praising Obama is a subtle 
endorsement for Obama so 
that Christie may run for pres-
ident in 2016. 
In the current state of our 
political system, virtually any 
government action is to be seen 
in partisan terms. The media 
has portrayed this partisan 
cooperation as an aberration 
that is only possible in the face 
of crisis. This defeatist atti-
tude only creates more parti-
sanship and is an excuse for 
more inaction. All levels of 
government have to learn from 
the Sandy response and apply 
these bipartisan tactics to 
more the fundamental crises 
within our society, such as the 
economy, health care, and edu-
cation. 
However, due to the fact 
that partisanship, inactivity, 
and incompetence are expected 
from the government, politi-
cians believe that it is in their 
interests to toe the partisan 
lines to keep their jobs instead 
of interacting with the other 
side and risking being alienat-
ed by their own party. If this 
trend continues, we may not 
see this same type of coopera -
tion and bipartisanship until 
the next natural disaster. 
Adolescent dating culture: Confronting relationships at Trinity 
SAVAHNA RUEBEN '15 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
I came to Trinity as an 18 
year old freshman in a two year 
semi long-distance relation-
ship. I had given a ninth of my 
entire life to someone ... and 
that's quite a long amount of 
time. This guy and I started 
dating at the beginning of my 
junior year of high school, and 
his freshman year at a very 
prestigious college known for 
its raging party scene. I was 
told that I was in over my head, 
that the relationship would 
last two weeks at most, and 
that I was setting myself up for 
heartbreak. Well, up yours, 
haters. That relationship last-
ed three years, and though my 
ex and I are both content with 
its conclusion this past August, 
I wouldn't trade a minute of it. 
There are so many assump-
tions that we jump to when we 
hear that someone's in a long 
distance relationship in college 
(and I define long-distance as 
not attending the same col-
lege). Most of us assume fail-
ure .. . we wait for its demise. 
Some of us bet our friends how 
long it will last (who needs a 
campus job? I'm loaded betting 
on failed relationships). Some 
of us support our friends, and 
encourage their relationship, 
drunkenly attempting to assist 
in protecting their faithfulness. 
But most of us, secretly or pub-
licly, just count down the days. 
Then there are those who 
are in relationships on campus. 
I think my biggest fear of these 
relationships is the aftermath. 
Friends taking sides? Running 
into your ex .... everywhere? 
Personally, I have dragged out 
a conversation about strawber-
ry pop tarts with Mary at the 
Cave register to avoid running 
into someone who was getting 
Mayonnaise when I wanted to 
get ketchup. I hate mayo 
almost as much as I hate that 
guy. Jokes, mayo isn't so bad. A 
few days ago I saw a couple on 
campus, and a friend of mine 
grumbled, "Literally, all they 
do is date each other." And now 
I see them everywhere, and I 
think, "Seriously. All you two 
do is date each other!" But as 
much as I want to be moderate-
ly disgusted or narcissistic, 
they seem pretty happy when-
ever I see them. 
I said that I wouldn't trade 
a moment of the long distance 
relationship I was in while a 
freshman Trinity, and I mean 
it. The man I was in it with 
was my first true love, and he 
will forever be a part of me. 
That being said, I recognize the 
opportunities that I missed, 
and I acknowledge my lack of 
presence on campus that year. 
The obsessive need to con-
stantly check my phone, the 
inevitability of a fight only 
sparked by missing each 
other .. .it was a constant dis-
traction, inhibiting me from 
living out my own college expe-
rience here at Trinity. 
But no one can make a 
romantic decision for another. 
Love is love, and it is immune 
to the criticism of age or loca -
tion. It has the potential to 
develop at any age, and with-
stand time and distance. But 
the heart is forever inexperi-
enced. We fall for someone at 
Trinity, and that love is what 
we make of it. It can drive us 
absolutely crazy, inspire 
obscenely long conversations 
till insane hours of the night, 
and effect our ability to get our 
work done. Or we could just 
encourage ourselves to ignore 
certain emotions until they 
(eventually) fizzle out. But we 
feel these things not because 
we are too young, or immature, 
it is simply because we are 
human. 
So it really comes down to 
being aware; we have to be con-
scious lovers. When we're 
falling for someone, it's so diffi-
cult to have a clear view 
of .... anything. So as individu-
als, we need to take a step back 
and examine one aspect of our 
relationship (or potential rela-
tionship or potential relations) 
as impartially as we can. We 
need to ask ourselves: are any 
aspects of my life, or any rela -
tionship that I'm in, affecting 
my ability to have experiences 
that I need to grow as an indi-
vidual, or experience things 
that my heart desires. (And by 
"desire," I'm not talking about 
hooking up with the girl in the 
short skirt you danced with at 
Psi U last Saturday). We have 
to examine what's best for us, 
not just long term, but right 
now as well. 
Because we have four long 
years at Trinity, and yet life is 
so short. We need to experience 
as much as we can while we're 
here, at this point in our lives. 
We need to follow our hearts as 
frequently as possible, if not all 
of the time. If we don't, we'll 
surely be counting up our 
regrets in 15 years as we set up 
our own tailgate parties at 
alumnae weekend. 
So throw out any fear you 
may have, let go of any excus-
es you can come up with, take 
some risks in the game of love, 
and take the initiative of fol-
lowing your heart. 'Cause 
chances are you've already 
wasted 18 to 22 years of your 
life playing it way too safe. 
Think this is Trinity 
College, not Jones' 
College? 
Or are you wondering 
why it took so long for 
these changes to be 
made? 
We want to hear and 
publish your opinions 
on the direction Trinity 
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An alumni perspective on the new social initiatives on campus 
MIKE LENIHAN '07 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Trinity is slipping. By the 
two most important measures 
- social cohesion and academ-
ic rigor - the school is less 
competitive today than it was 
reforms this week, the news 
was met with an outcry of 
anger, disbelief, and threats of 
diminishing alumni support. 
This is the wrong response. 
Trinity's reputation as a top 
liberal arts school faces a seri-
ous challenge, and upholding 
ten years 






the Top 15 
in US News 
First, and most critically, 
is the fact that Trinity is 
unable to retain its highest-
quality students because of a 
lacking intellectual culture 
and vibrant social scene. 
arguments that 
suggest a "work 
hard/play hard" 
environment is 
enough to bring 
Trinity back just 
won't cut it. The 
committee's 
reforms address 
and World; today, it stands at 
number 38. The cause? My 
feeling is the school's chal-
lenged social setting, and it 
seems many others are of the 
same mind. The solution? 
Address the situation head-on. 
This is what the school is 
attempting to do, and if suc-
cessful, it would mean a 
stronger and more competitive 
Trinity than ever. 
However, when President 
Jones shared the Charter 
Committee's proposed social 
the root cause of Trinity's 
foible, and should be embraced 
by alumni, parents and stu-
dents as a solution rather than 
a problem. 
In the school's yearlong 
effort to understand the situa-
tion (including an online sur-
vey of alumni), it uncovered 
some telling truths, which are 
important to ground this emo-
tionally-charged conversation. 
First, and most critically, is 
the fact that Trinity is unable 
to retain its highest-quality 
students because of a lacking 
intellectual culture and vibrant 
social scene. It seems the "play 
hard" has overpowered the 
"work hard," as made clear by 
the findings that while only 18 
percent of Trinity students are 
in Greek organizations, many 
feel that fraternities occupy 
100 percent of the social scene. 
This ratio won't help Trinity 
regain lost footing. 
Second, while concerns 
have been raised about the 
impact on sororities, it is 
important to note the school's 
finding that today, more than 
ever, Trinity's appeal to smart 
and talented female prospects 
is dwindling. Trinity has 
record-low application rates 
from strong female candidates, 
and a smaller ratio of female to 
male students than peer 
schools. Instead of promoting a 
women-friendly environment, 
it seems Trinity's heavily 
Greek culture has dissuaded 
them from coming to Trinity in 
the first place. 
While this may be true, I 
also think alumnae concerns 
about preserving a space for 
women are important, and 
encourage the school to keep 
this issue in mind when imple-
menting its reforms; its recom -
mendation to appoint a 
Director of the Women and 
Gender Resource Action Center 
is a good sign it will, along with 
its efforts to work with sorori-
ties to enable their success. 
Last, to prepare for the shift 
in social settings, and to pre-
vent students from looking for 
off-campus alternatives, the 
school has made a wise deci-
sion to invest in several venues 
on campus that will recreate a 
social scene more in line with a 
high-caliber school. Vernon 
Social, the Housing system, the 
late-night Bistro and the 
Underground are all real alter-
natives that will ease the tran-
sition, and keep students safe. 
When Greek Life was intro-
duced to Trinity, the organiza-
tions were firstly about com-
munity building. Today, it 
seems the opposite is true -
many organizations all too 
often perpetuate socio-econom -
ic divisions within our commu-
nity, and it is time we acknowl-
edged that Trinity has out-
grown the benefits of Greek 
Life as we know it. 
I have heard from alumni 
and parents that these reforms 
will influence how much they 
support the school. I hope that 
isn't the case. T.rinity is much 
more than just Greek life, and 
if this initiative changes how 
we support our alma mater, 
then they are already too late. 
I applaud the alumni, facul-
ty, parents and administration 
who have made the tough deci-
sion to take this issue on 
directly, and encourage others 
to overcome their personal ret-
icence to change, and look to a 
future where Trinity is once 
again ranked where it deserves 
to be. 
Mike Lenihan served as the 
Class of 2007's president for 
four years and twice co-cap-
tained the Men's Swim Team. 
He also chaired the Trintegrity 
Project - an effort to imple-
ment Trinity's IJISt honor code. 
He writes from Istanbul. 
A critical look at the role of affirmitive action in education 
IMMANUEL ADEOLA '14 
STAFF WRITER 
Affirmative action is one of 
the most complex issues that 
we as a nation have had to con-
front. Justice William Brennan 
best defined the intention of 
affirmative action as a means 
to assert the civil rights of 
minorities by taking positive 
action 
to judge it on such factors alone. 
The success of the affirmative 
action must also include an 
analysis of our tolerance of race 
since those times. It must also 
look at whether or not we have 
finally learned to accept others 
for who they are. Can we finally 
look beyond race and view each 
other as Americans instead of 
black or white? If we have truly 
learned from 
to pro- Can we finally look beyond race history, we 
would all real-
ize that we 
cannot contin-
ue to dwell on 
the term "affir-
mative action" 
in any context. 
We all have to 
embrace our 
t e c t and view each other as Americans 
them 
f r 0 m instead of black or white? If we have 
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all realize that we cannot 
continue to dwell on the term 
"affirmative action" in any context. 
nation." The term itself was 
first used in 1961 when 
President John Kennedy signed 
Executive Order 10925, which 
mandated affirmative action to 
"ensure that applicants are 
employed and that employees 
are treated during employ-
ment, without regard to their 
race, creed, color, or national 
origin." President Kennedy 
stated that "discrimination 
because of race, creed, color, or 
national origin is contrary to 
the Constitutional principles 
and policies of the United 
States." Kennedy's goal was to 
move the country towards a 
path that would bring to 
African Americans and other 
minorities the opportunities 
that they were denied for a 
great portion of their history in 
this country. 
However, after 51 years, 
have we made any progress? 
The success of affirmative 
action can't be measured solely 
by the number of minorities in 
places of opportunity or suc-
cess. We would completely miss 
Kennedy's intention if we were 
emerging 
diversity in society as progress 
in the greater context of racial 
tolerance and acceptance. 
Affirmative action can be 
applied in different contexts. 
The context of education and 
admissions policy is the main 
focus of this article. The main 
question that has been derived 
from this context is the applica-
tion of the term "affirmative 
action." It is the same question 
that has been posed in Fisher v. 
University of Texas. Does affir-
mative action aim to create a 
pathway of opportunity for 
minorities using a quota system 
as a means to rectify past dis-
crimination or rather create a 
'critical mass' of students that 
reflects the evolving diversity of 
our society? Past Supreme 
Court cases have examined this 
question closely and looked at 
the implications that both 
answers would have on our 
legal system. 
The basic premise of this 
country and our constitution is 
that we safeguard the civil lib-
erties of every American, 
regardless of their race, gender, 
or ethnic background. The 
Supreme Court therefore adopt-
ed a framework that justified 
affirmative action as an instru-
ment used to create a critical 
mass that represents the evolv-
ing diversity of society and 
therefore would best depict not 
only the emerging diversity of 
our society but also the emerg-
ing diversity of ideas. Higher 
learning institutions have said 
that creating a classroom that 
has students from differing 
backgrounds and walks of life 
strengthens the learning 
process and helps students 
become more versatile and 
informed members of society, 
which is the goal that every aca-
demic institution has adopted. 
It is plausible to take such 
an approach to diversify a stu-
dent body. The role of diversity 
in fostering learning and aca-
demic growth has been proven. 
In fact, law schools have started 
to amplify their "commitment" 
to diversity in their classrooms 
over the last ten years as a reac-
tion to the Grutter v. Bollinger 
court case decision. This case, 
which came before the Court in 
2003, affirmed that the 
University of Michigan Law 
School had a compelling inter-
est in promoting class diversity 
through an affirmative action 
admissions policy. However, we 
must also take caution. We 
must recognize that in the con-
text of education, this policy 
was aimed at giving qualified 
minorities the opportunity to 
excel in professional careers 
through higher education. 
The reason why affirmative 
action failed in some instances, 
in the context of education poli-
cy, was because universities and 
graduate schools did not prop-
erly apply the policy. A classic 
example of this is the 
University of California v. 
Bakke court case. In this case, 
the medical school at the and/or college career. It is diffi-
University of California at cult to use affirmative action in 
Davis set aside sixteen of one admissions policy as a way to 
hundred seats for minorities. reconcile years of racial injus-
They had said they developed tice, especially without revert-
the program to reduce the his· ing to the same racial injustice 
toric deficit of traditionally dis- -:Ne seek to rectify. Such an 
favored minorities in medical application of affirmative action 
schools and the medical profes- only shows that we are blind to 
sion, counter the effects of soci- the lessons of history. 
etal discrimination, increase Our eventual goal as a soci-
the number of physicians who ety must be to gradually move 
will practice in communities away from that term in every 
currently underserved, and context possible, whether it is 
obtain the educational benefits education and admissions poli-
that flow from Our eventual goal as a cy or employ-
an ethnically ment prac-
diverse stu- society must be to gradually tices. It 
dent body. move away from that term in shows a lack 
While these every context possible, whether of progress. It 
goals might diminishes 
have been it is education and admissions all the good 
admirable, it policy or things that 
was clear that employment practices. It we have 
the university accomplished 
did not con- shows a lack of progress. as a society. 
duct a proper We all under-
vetting process to select those stand the difficulty of embrac-
that would have been well qual- ing the same attitude of "mov-
ified. This is why a quota sys· ing on," but at the same time 
tern does not work. It does not we all understand the serious 
allow for a thorough vetting 
process where each student is 
selected based on one or more 
attributes that qualifies them 
to attend an institution. 
If we can agree that the 
quota system has no place in 
admissions policy, then we can 
also agree that the term "affir-
mative action" also has no place 
in admissions policy. We must 
accept the premise that a 'criti-
cal mass' does not mean that 
race is the sole factor consid-
ered, but rather it means that 
each student brings differing 
qualities and characteristics 
that the school wishes to pro-
mote, which ultimately makes 
them qualified candidates for 
admission. Every school seeks 
hard working boys and girls 
from all walks of life that have 
had a remarkable high school 
implications that can arise if we 
fail to try. The correct applica-
tion of affirmative action must 
be one that affirms that the 
constitution will continue to 
protect all Americans from 
unjust action. 
It is an application that 
moves us away from th~ issue 
of race and towards the more 
important issue of education 
reform, which would conse-
quently erase any need for 
"affirmative action." If we can 
extend the promise of America 
to all children across this coun-
try, we begin to move away 
from the issue of "affirmative 
action" not only in the educa-
tion context, but also in the 
greater context of writing off 
"the lingering effects of perva -
sive discrimination." 
NEWS 
The Trinity Tripod 
Common Hour Lecture: Mussolini's battle for the Roman past 
DUNCAN GRIMM '15 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Welcome to Rome, the 
Eternal City of many layers and 
rich history. Despite ages of con-
struction and destruction the 
city today appears ingeniously 
planned. A lesser known, or dis-
couraged fact, is that Mussolini 
and his vision for Rome created 
the city we experience today. 
On Thursday, Nov. 1, 
Professor Borden W. Painter, Jr. 
(Trinity College '58) enlightened 
an audience at the Center for 
Urban and Global Studies of 
Mussolini's Rome, and how the 
self-proclaimed Marshal of 
Empire changed the city's urban 
landscape. In the 1920s and 
1930s his dream of creating a 
new Imperial Rome completely 
redesigned the city that we 
enjoy today. 
''Mussolini fought many bat-
tles,'' Painter said, and ''he iden-
tified chiefly with Augustus." 
From 1922 to 1943 Italy was a 
fascist state; understandably, 
after the Second World War 
there was an immediate back-
lash against all things fascist. 
In the 1970s and 1980s however, 
individuals began to adopt a 
more eclectic view of 11 Duce's 
Rome;it may be possible to have 
some good come out of a bad 
regime. 
For Mussolini, everything 
was a battle in spirit. His new 
Rome had to grow to surpass the 
city of Augustus. The way in 
which his regime used Roman 
history to identify with the 
Roman past, Painter tells us, 
has become known as Romanita. 
Mussolini used Romanita as a 
road to the future, connecting 
the tangible glory of the past, 
COURTESY OF telegraph.co.uk 
Mussolini created a new imperial Rome which resulted in the redesign of the city. 
the ancient ruins, with his own 
achievements in the present, 
monumental construction. 
In 1934, Mussolini salvaged 
the Circus Maximus, which was 
previously a neighborhood of 
slums. He "relocated" the pre-
dominantly working class, left-
leaning residents to the country 
side in new communities, claim-
ing he was giving them a better 
life. In reality however, condi-
tions were far from ideal and it 
was a way he could watch and 
control potential dissidents. He 
used this "reclaimed space" to 
great effect, holding rallies and 
exhibitions, glorifying his own 
accomplishments alongside 
ancient Rome. 
Along with clearing and 
making accessible monuments 
and landmarks like the iconic 
Colosseum or the Mausoleum of 
Augustus, Mussolini also con-
structed major roads such as the 
present-day Via dei Fori 
lmperiali, Via del Mare, and the 
Via di San Gregorio. Many of 
these fascist streets are today 
major arteries. These roadways 
certainly made the city more 
accessible, however their con-
struction was extremely 
destructive to neighborhoods, 
which were leveled, and to 
Italian history that did not fall 
under the purview of Romanita. 
The concept of open space for 
Mussolini was important not 
just to modernize the city, but 
use of these spaces meant the 
COURTESY O F faculty.maxwell.syr.edu 
Mussolini favored crisp and modern architecture that is now associated with Italy. 
connection with and domination 
of the ancient city itself. He cre-
ated according to his doctrine a 
city of perfect balance between 
ancient appreciation and mod-
ern development. 
In keeping with his ideology, 
Mussolini built the Esposizione 
Universale Roma-the EUR-
meant to be the city of the future 
and commemorate the twenti-
eth anniversary of the 1922 fas-
cist march on Rome. 
Constructed of materials associ-
ated with the Roman Empire 
like travertine limestone and 
marble, the new city center 
broke ground in 1938, suspend-
ed in 1942, and resumed after 
the war. Perhaps the most 
defining feature of the EUR 
however is the Palazzo della 
Civilta ltaliana, what has collo-
quially become simply the 
Colosseo Quadrato, the Square 
Colosseum. 'The true embodi-
ment of Mussolini's Romanita, 
the Square Colosseum has 
become an icon of fascist archi-
tecture. 
Sharp, crisp, modern archi-
tecture like the Square 
Colosseum manifested itself 
across Italy as train stations, 
harbors, hospitals, post offices, 
schools, and stadiums. 
Although Mussolini, a fascist 
dictator, caused much suffering 
and hardship under his rule, in 
Rome he ultimately achieved 
his dream of appreciating the 
ancient while promoting the 
modern. Controversial politics 
aside, Romanita and Mussolini 
hold great responsibility for the 
Rome we experience today. 
For those interested in fur-
ther reading on Mussolini and 
Rome, Professor Painter has 
published a highly informative 
and captivating book on the sub-
ject. 
Forum discusses the future of the Greek life system at Trinity 
continued from page one 
-tution. 
Then members of the stu-
dent body on the advisory 
board who promoted the legis· 
lation mounted their own 
defense. Their support of the 
action to require co·ed frater· 
nities and sororities stemmed 
from how the 
Vernon Street, which could 
easily be tailored to the task. 
It seemed, to him, an accept· 
able solution to both parties 
problems. 
To conclude the meeting, 
two members of the faculty 
who had both graduated from 
Trinity spoke up . One was a 
professor in the Engineering 
Department 





that it was 
unfair to deny 
women access 
to the institu -
tions that 
Bn, rather than 
allow this to hap-
pen, the college had 
tied up the move-
ment to do this in 
anyway possible. 
who had gradu-
ated m 1959 
and the other 
was a professor 
in a Humanities 
Department 
who had gradu-




To this a Pike brother 
responded. He said that in 
1992 when the college had 
first brought up the idea of 
forcing the fraternities to 
acquire opposite sex members 
(but had not brought the idea 
to fruition) , the fraternities 
had suggested that the college 
simply create more sororities, 
thus rebalancing the nightlife 
and allowing the organizations 
to continue as they were. But, 
rather than allow this to hap-
pen, the college had tied up 
the movement to do this in 
anyway possible. 
The Pike brother cited the 
number of empty houses on 
identified them -
selves as being 
members of fraternities when 
they had attended the college. 
The Engineering professor 
said that just as many of the 
student body had come away 
angry at how the fraternities 
and sororities had been forced 
to go coeducational, many fac-
ulty were angry that the fra -
ternities and sororities were 
not abolished. 
He went on to say that all 
the negative activity that went 
on at the college was centered 
around the Greek System and 
it's parties, and it was largely 
responsible for the ailing repu -
tation of the college. 
The Humanities professor 
went on to say that before the 
college had gone coeducational 
in 1969, the fraternities had a 
largely different role and over 
80 percent of the student body 
belonged to one. While they 
also hosted parties, the frater· 
nities mainly served to unite 
the student body by varying 
interests and providing corre· 
sponding social outlets for 
their members to meet and 
make friends. While both 
expressed a fondness for the 
fraternities of yesteryear that 
they belonged to, they thought 
that the college had changed 
enough since then that frater-
nities had moved far from 
their old roles and were no 
longer a boon for a modern day 
Trinity. 
COURTESY O F trincoll.edu 
President James F. Jones Jr., the man at the center of all of the social policy discussion. 
COURTESY OF nytimes.com 
Trinity College is undergoing many social changes with the Greek life system that could make it unrecognizable to alums 
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Sustainability Day raises environmental awareness on campus 
KIRA SARGENT 
KARISA CERNERA '14 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
On Wednesday, Oct. 24, stu-
dents, faculty, and staff enjoyed 
a day dedicated to environmen-
tal sustainability at Trinity 
College. The event was hosted 
by ARAMARK, the campus 
facilities management compa-
ny. The focus of the day was 
education and action, both key 
to making the campus more 
sustainable. In Mather, there 
were informational displays 
about recycling, Trinity's green-
house gas footprint, 
ConnPIRG's Zero Waste 
Campaign, and an upcoming 
energy competition. On the 
Cave Patio, Green Campus 
members showcased what is 
recyclable by building a 
Bantam sculpture out of recy-
cled materials. Chartwells 
sponsored refreshments and 
provided information about 
some of its initiatives. The 
Underground Cafe and Peter 
B's promoted reusable mugs by 
offering free and discounted 
drinks. Both cafes encourage 
customers to bring their own 
mug on a regular basis by offer-
ing discounts. 
Students and staff were 
encouraged to participate by 
writing down their ideas for a 
sustainable campus and 
lifestyle, and were entered in a 
raffle for pledging to take 
action. The banner with ideas 
for conserving water and ener-
gy is on display in the basement 
of Mather. The Office of 
Campus Life generously spon-
sored the raffle. The raffle win-
ners will r eceive renewable 
energy prizes including flash -
lights you can charge by shak-
ing them, and solar powered 
iPad and phone chargers. The 
winners made pledges includ-
ing to "actually use my reusable 
water bottle," "recycle all plas-
tic bottles," and "to unplug my 
charging cords when they're not 
being used." By being conscious 
of the energy and material 
resources they use, Trinity 
staff, faculty, and students can 
work to make every day a sus-
tainable day. 
Lastly, ARAMARK spon-
sored a school-wide chalk proj-
ect to enlighten the Trinity com-
munity about ways in which 
they could enhance their envi-
ronmental awareness and sus-
tainability throughout the 
Trinity community. 
Throughout the rest of the 
year, ARAMARK will continue 
to focus on increasing recycling 
awareness throughout the com-
munity. Overall, the manage-
ment group strives to reduce 
consumption of natural 
resources, energy and water, 
reduce the use of toxic materi-
als and promote the use of 
reusable and recyclable materi-
als. Also, the group strives to 
buy locally grown products and 
supports transportation alter-
natives to using personal vehi-
cles. "Trinity College will strive 
to produce students, faculty and 
staff who are environmentally 
literate citizens of the Earth 
and whose actions adhere to 
principles of environmental 
sustainability," as stated on the 
Trinity website. 
In ligh t of Sustainability 
Day, the sustainability depart-
ment urges members of the 
community to turn off their 
computers and printers when 
not in use, turn off the lights 
when you leave a room unoccu-
pied, switch to incandescent 
light bulbs to compact ones, 
take short and cool showers, 
only wash full loads of laundry, 
keep windows and doors closed 
in heated and air conditioned 
areas and unplug appliances 
such as refrigerators and 
microwaves when not being 
used. 
For suggestions and questions 
about sustainability please email COURTESY OF KIRA SARGENT 
Sustainability@Trincoll.edu. Students learned about Sustainability Day by viewing posters outside of Mather. 
COURTESY OF KIRA SARGENT 
Green Campus members built a bantam sculpture out of recycled materials to educate the student body about recycling. 
Altar displayed in Mather Hall in honor of Dia de los muertos 
NATALIE WEINSTEIN '14 
ARTS EDITOR 
On Thursday, Nov. 1, Dr. 
Ramsey Tracy, Professor of 
Language and Culture Studies 
a t Trinity, gave a talk on Dia de 
los muertos and the signifi-
cance behind the Mexican cul-
ture's colorful celebration of 
death. Tracy, along with the 
h elp of other professors and 
students, built a Day of the 
Dead altar in the lobby of 
Mather on Nov. 1, that was 
then taken apart the following 
evening, in honor of those who 
are no longer with us. The 
altar celebrates death and acts 
as an expression of culture--
filled with flowers, pictures, 
tamales, and papel picado (col-
orful paper). In her talk, enti-
tled "The Day of the Dead: 
Tradition, Syncretism, and the 
Mexican Diaspora," Dr. Tracy 
discussed the holiday and the 
significance behind its celebra-
tory nature. 
In Aztec iconography there 
is a strong focus on the perme-
ability between life and death. 
Rather than focusing on the 
finality of death, Aztecs view it 
as another part of life that 
should be celebrated. The 
arrival of Nov. 1 marks the 
start of the dry season, a sea -
son of death, and the last of the 
fall harvest. 
This day is a time for those 
in the Mexican culture to give 
thanks to the gods and their 
neighbors who have helped 
them throughout the year. It is 
a communal celebration filled 
with rich colors, food, and life. 
The cempazuchitl, or marigold, 
is the main flower of this cele-
bration due to its bright orange 
and yellow color. Its amber yel-
low is tied to the sun and it 
brings warmth to the spirits 
that are being honored by the 
altar. Typically those creating 
an altar will fill it with 
marigolds and line the path to 
the altar with them as well, 
guiding the spirits to the cele-
bration. 
Dr. Tracy discussed the 
afterlife in the Aztec culture 
and how it contains various 
COURTESY OF NATALIE WEINSTEllN '14 
An altar was created and put on display in the lobby of Mather Hall to honor the Mexican celebration of Dia de los muertos. 
COURTESY OF blog.timesunion.com 
Bright colors and flowers are used to celebrate the Day of the Dead celebration. 
forms of Heaven and Hell. For famous calavera artist who 
the Aztecs, Hell is not a place of 
judgment and it doesn't have 
the same negative connotations 
for them as it does in the 
American culture. Even though 
it is not a place of judgment, 
the Aztecs still believe that the 
spirit needs a good guide to 
help navigate Hell so, they 
would sacrifice a yellow dog 
next to the deceased to act as 
their guide in the afterlife. The 
Aztecs valued bravery above all 
and a dead warrior or a woman 
who died in the act of child-
birth were seen as having an 
easier afterlife path due to 
their valor. 
In addition, Tracy discussed 
the importance of the "calav-
eras," skull drawings or figures 
used to celebrate the dead. Jose 
Guadalupe Posada was a 
wrote poems and made calav-
era art and distributed it on 
the streets. His art used death 
as a metaphor to critique the 
culture and society. Calaveras 
were a perfect form of critique 
because he could not get in 
trouble for his depictions of 
people as skeletons. Set in the 
afterlife, his drawings did not 
represent the actual people 
being critiqued. Tracy 
explained that in death one can 
criticize and play in ways that 
one cannot do in life. 
The talk concluded with 
tamales, authentic Mexican hot 
chocolate, and pan de muerto, a 
sweet bread made especially 
for the holiday. Those in atten-
dance were given a taste of the 
rich culture and its celebration 
of life within death. 
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Hillel Pink Shabbat held in honor of breast cancer awareness 
ALIE SCHREIBER '13 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
The month of October is 
Breast Cancer Awareness 
month. Organizations all over 
the world hold fundraisers and 
events to raise awareness. In 
honor of this month, this past 
Friday night Trinity College 
Hillel hosted their seventh 
Annual Pink Shabbat. 
This annual Shabbat is 
used to bring together people 
from all corners of campus to 
raise Breast Cancer aware-
ness. Instead of having 
Shabbat services and dinner 
at Zachs Hillel House, this 
Shabbat is held in Hamlin 
Hall and is co-sponsored by 
eight other women's groups on 
campus: Kappa Kappa 
Gamma, WGRAC, Zeta Omega 
Eta, Women's Rugby, The 
Trinitones, the Women's Cross 
Country and Track teams, The 
Ivy Society, and The Quirks. 
The event was very successful 
with over 1 70 students in 
attendance. 
In preparation for the 
event some of the sisters of 
Kappa Kappa Gamma came to 
the Hillel house and baked 
pink challah to put on each 
table. They braided the chal-
lah as is customary, but then 
shaped the braid into a ribbon. 
These ribbon challahs were 
used for the blessing over the 
bread that is done every week 
on Shabbat. 
At the event there were 
several speakers as well as 
performances by both the 
Trinitones and the Quirks. 
Two of the speakers this year 
were the local Israeli emis-
saries (Israeli's who come to 
the United States to teach 
children for a year prior to 
entering the Israeli Defense 
Forces) to speak about what 
different campaigns Israel 
does during the month of 
October to raise awareness for 
this worthy cause. 
It is traditional that every 
Shabbat a student delivers a 
d'var torah, a commentary on 
that week's Torah portion. 
Historically for Pink Shabbat 
a Breast Cancer survivor has 
come to speak, but this year 
Hillel was so excited to wel-
come back an alumna of 
Trinity: Lily Pepper. Pepper 
spoke beautifully about the 
optimism that she maintained 
throughout her mother's fight 
with breast cancer this past 
year. 
She concluded her speech 
with a wonderful sentiment: 
"In the face of hardship, it is 
easy to lose optimism and 
hope, but they are essential in 
every aspect of our lives. I 
decided not to dwell on the 
worst-case scenarios, my 
fears, and my concerns, but 
instead I choose to be opti-
mistic and share that opti-
----
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mism with the people around 
me. It helped me get through 
this difficult period. I know 
that one day we will find a 
cure to this horrible disease 
and because of this, I will con· 
tinue to remain optimistic and 
hopeful." 
In addition to raising 
awareness, Hillel and Kappa 
Kappa Gamma worked togeth-
er to sell 185 t·shirts the day 
before the event. All of the pro· 
ceeds of the sales are going to 
an organization called 
Sharsheret, a group that dedi-
cates themselves to providing 
support to Jewish women fac-
ing a breast or ovarian cancer 
diagnosis. 
COURTESY OF N ICK LACY 
Alumna Lily Pepper '12 speaks on the importance of optimism during hard times. 
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Over 170 students attended Pink Shabbat's dinner event to support Breast Cancer awareness month last Friday, O ct. 26. 
ACES has ·successful Halloween event 
EMILY HOWE '13 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Last Sunday, Oct. 28, 
marked Trinity's 22nd annual 
Halloween on Vernon, an event 
run by the Annual Community 
Events Staff (ACES). Trinity 
chaperones, donning light blue 
t·shirts and the occasional cos· 
tume, took groups of Hartford 
children and families to differ-
ent spots on Vernon Street to 
participate in fun activities 
with Trinity students. Almost 
all of the houses on Vernon St., 
including Pike, Cleo, I House, 
North Campus, St. Anthony's 
Hall, AD with Ivy Society, 
Praxis, Umoja, AASA, LVL, the 
Mill, Psi U with Kappa Kappa 
Gamma, and Hansen opened 
up their houses to host activi-
ties for the event. Additionally, 
clubs and organizations set up 
games, arts and crafts, and 
activities in Vernon Social 
Center for the children to do 
after they completed the trick-
or-treating route down Vernon 
Street. The event would not 
have been nearly as successful 
without the participation of 
Crow, the Italian Club, Vernon 
Place, JELLO & Banquet, 
Quest, Best Buddies, Habitat 
for Humanity, Zeta, Lions Club, 
Model United Nations, and 
Relay for Life. 
This year upwards of 600 
children and their families 
came to campus for the event. 
This was a huge increase from 
last year, when only approxi-
mately 250 people attended the 
event. The long-standing event 
is a favorite among many 
Hartford families . People 
began lining up for the event 
hours before the 1 o'clock start 
time. While checking families 
in at the door, one Trinity stu-
dent listened to a new mom 
gush about her love for the 
event. Holding an infant in an 
elephant costume, she spoke 
about how she had attended 
this event as a young girl and 
was so excited to bring her own 
child to Halloween on Vernon 
this year. Other families echoed 
her sentiment, saying it is the 
highlight of their fall. 
Last October, Halloween on 
Vernon was in danger of cancel-
lation due to the unexpected 
snowstorm the night before the 
event. Despite the snow and 
the cold, the event carried on. 
Many families without power 
flocked to Vernon Social for the 
activities and the warm build-
ings. It was inconceivable to 
think that this event could be 
threatened by a weather inci-
dent for the second year in a 
row. However, Hurricane 
Sandy was well on her way 
towards Connecticut by last 
Sunday morning. An hour or 
two before the event, the stu -
dent body received an email 
cancelling two days of classes 
and encouraging all students to 
evacuate campus. As a result, 
ACES lost the support of near· 
ly half of their chaperones, and 
a few organizations who had 
initially committed. Regardless 
of these surprises, the event 
was a suceess thanks to the 
students who stuck it out on 
campus and went above and 
beyond for the event. ACES is 
incredibly grateful to those stu-
dents for all their help. 
A couple especially popular 
and successful activities stood 
out during the event. La Voz 
Latina drew in crowds of people 
with their bouncy castle. 
Praxis's haunted house was a 
favorite for many children 
seeking a little scare. Psi U and 
Kappa Kappa Gamma's candy 
ruit, face painting, and mon· 
ster mash was quite a hit, with 
a constant flow of children 
waiting outside the house to 
participate. Senior Psi U broth-
er Mike Atsalis described Psi 
U's event as a "combined effort 
amongst the brotherhood" and 
added with enthusiasm, "every-
one enjoys the kids and fami-
lies that come through!" 
Halloween on Vernon is a 
great campus-wide event for 
the community and ACES is so 
pleased to see it getting bigger 
and better every year. If you 
would like to share any ideas to 
make the event even better, 
email Emily & Gracie at tri-
naces@gmail.com. Look out for 
opportunities to donate 
Thanksgiving baskets to ACES 
for their annual Thanksgiving 
Basket Drive this November! 
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At Trinity and around the world: Campus Safety's bike officers 
SERENA ELAVIA '14 
FEATURES EDITOR 
Ed Parker 
Ed Parker started working at 
Trinity in 2005 as the evening building 
manager for Mather Hall. From 2006 
to 2011 , he was the third shift dis-
patcher at Campus Safety and was 
then promoted to field officer on May 
1, 2011. When the bike patrol program 
was proposed, P arker promptly signed 
up as he saw it as an opportunity both 
for fitness and a cha nce to work day 
time hours. His favorite thing about 
Trinity is the students and that he 
enjoys having relationships with stu-
dents and learning what they do on 
campus. Being out on the bike also 
allows him to "pet the dogs." Hailing 
from Stafford Springs, Conn, Parker 
has two college age kids, plays golf and 
enjoys spending time with his niece's 
new baby. 
Amer Habibovic 
Amer Habibovic is one of Campus 
Safety's newest members and started on 
Feb 22, 2012 as a foot patrolman before 
moving into vehicle patrol. Habibovic 
made the choice to move to bike patrol 
because he says that "the best way to pro-
tect a community is to get to know it," and 
that he better served the community 
when on foot than in the car. He also says 
that ''bikes can go places where cars can-
not" and that officers see more when they 
are on a bike than in a car. Originally 
from Bosnia, Habibovic says that his 
favorite aspect of Trinity is how diverse it 
is, with students hailing from 50 coun-
tries and almost all 50 states. With a 
strong interest in languages and cultures, 
Habibovic enjoys meeting students from 
different places. Habibovic lives in New 
Britain, CT and enjoys playing soccer and 
spending time with friends and family. 
Massimo (Max) Sanzo 
Serving as a general officer and a 
substitute supervisor since 2002, Max 
Sanzo wanted a change in his daily 
routine and joined the bike patrol pro-
gram after nine years of being a regu -
lar officer. He says that this is some-
thing that he has always wanted to do 
and jumped at the opportunity. Sanzo 
says that the best part about the bike 
patrol program is that it makes offi-
cers very visible to students, faculty 
and staff. As well, bike patrol is very 
approachable, as opposed to an officer 
in a car. His favorite part about 
being a bike patrol officer is that he 
gets to interact with students, faculty 
and staJf and meet new people every 
day fro all areas on campus. Sanzo 
lives in Bristol, CT and has two chil-
dren that he says takes up most of his 
time. 
Heriberto Vicenty 
Heriberto Vicenty started at 
Trinity in 2003 as a general officer in 
Campus Safety. He originally was the 
midnight bike patrolman on the small-
er bike patrol unit with Sgt. Rosario . 
He decided to continue in the new bike 
patrol unit as they were offered brand 
new uniforms and bikes and developed 
the unit. Vicenty says that he likes 
working with his colleagues at 
Campus Safety, the Trinity environ-
ment and the varied student body. As 
Vicenty works the night shift, he says 
that it is interesting to see the types of 
creative theme party ideas that stu-
dents invent. Born in Puerto Rico, 
Vicenty now lives in Hartford, CT and 
has four children, including 14 year 
old twins (1 boy and 1 girl), a nine year 
old daughter and a five year old son, 
who all keep him quite busy. 
Ramon Rosario 
Serving as the bike patrol supervi-
sor, Ramon Rosario has been at Trinity 
since December of 1995. Since 1998, he 
has been a supervisor and was a bike 
patrolman with one other officer start-
ing in 2000. Most recently, he was pro-
moted to sergeant within Campus 
Safety. In 2000, Rosario joined the pro-
gram because no one else was interest-
ed in the offer, but now continues to 
participate in the program as it is a 
great way to exercise and get around 
campus without having to sit in a car 
for eight hours. Rosario's favorite thing 
about Trinity is how beautiful the cam-
pus is. Born in Puerto Rico, Rosario 
first moved to Delaware ana then grew 
up in Farmington, CT. When he's not 
biking, he enjoys camping, playing golf 
and travelling. 
Nicole Patterson 
As one of two female bike patrol 
officers, Nicole Patterson joined 
Campus Safety in March as a bike 
patrol officer. She says that being a 
bike patrol officer is a great way to get 
in shape and be a visible and 
approachable force on campus. Her 
favorite part about working at Trinity 
is meeting and interacting with many 
students and protecting them. Being a 
female on a mostly male staff may 
seem daunting, but Patterson say_s_ 
that everyone is very respectful of her 
and that it is helpful to have a female 
officer available when dealing with 
cases involving female students. From 
Hartford, CT, Patterson also volun-
teers with Nutmeg Big Brothers Big 
Sisters and spends quality time with 
her family when she is not biking 
around campus. 
Frank Colaninno 
Starting at Trinity in 2005 and erving 
as a general officer, Frank Colaninno 
is now a first time bike patrol officer 
on the bike patrol unit. He says that 
the bike patrol program has given 
him a "new perspective of the campus 
that officers in the cars don't get to 
see, is great exercise and allows more 
interaction with the student body." 
Additionally, Colaninno saw the bike 
patrol program as a new exciting ven-
ture. Overall, the bike patrol unit 
offers better contact with the commu-
nity. Colaninno's favorite part about 
being a bike patrol officer is meeting 
students and faculty and getting to 
know the different personalities on 
campus. Outside of Campus Safety, 
Colaninno lives in Kensington, CT 
and enjoys working on his houses and 
doing fix up and repair jobs. 
Natalie Rivera 
Natalie Rivera started at Trinity in 
March as a general officer before 
switching over to the bike patrol pro-
gram this year. She joined the program 
to do something different from her nor-
mal patrol routine and to exercise 
more. "Being out on a bike, instead of 
in a car, allows us to be more 
approachable," says Rivera about the 
increased visibility of the bike patrol 
program. Being outside of the car 
allows Rivera to do her favorite thing 
at Trinity which is interacting with 
students, faculty and staff. As a female 
officer, Rivera believes that it is always 
helpful to have a female officer on 
hand during a case involving a female 
student. She says that many female 
students feel better interacting with a 
female officer than a male officer. 
Rivera resides in New Britain, CT with 
her two sons. 
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Former Trinity dean of faculty lectures on chinese expulsion 
continued from page one 
Earthly Paradise," wrote a 16th 
century Spanish fantasist in a novel 
that gave the Golden State its name. 
Pfaelzer told a story of a time 
between the Gold Rush and the turn of 
the 20th Century. In town after town, 
Chinese miners and merchants, lum-
berjacks and field workers, prostitutes 
and merchants' wives were gathered 
at gunpoint in over two hundred 
towns. The first Chinese Americans 
were forced onto steam ships, marched 
out of town, or as Pfaelzer argues, 
driven out, along the railroad tracks 
they had built. 
In Tacoma, Washington, at nine 
o'clock in the morning of November 3, 
1885, the mayor ordered all steam 
whistles at the foundries to blow, to 
COURTESY OF udel.edu 
Jean Pfaelzer was the first female Dean of Faculty. 
notify vigilantes to begin the rout of 
Tacoma's Chinatowns. Pfaelzer 
explains that by mid afternoon, 
Tacoma's Chinese residents were 
forced from town on a nine mile trek in 
the mud and rain, never to return. In 
Eureka, California the rout of 1885 
took less than a night, as the Chinese 
packed whatever belongings they 
could. The Chinese, many of whom had 
lived in Eureka for twenty years, were 
held under gunpoint at a warehouse 
on the docks, loaded onto two steam 
ships and sent to San Francisco. 
In the mountain town of Truckee, it 
took ten weeks to starve out the 
Chinese, when the editor of the local 
newspaper shamed merchants, timber 
barons, and women who ran boarding-
houses, ordering the town to neither 
buy from, rent to, hire, or honor wood 
cutting contracts with early Chinese 
Americans. When most of the Chinese 
had left, the "anti-Coolie" League and 
the vigilante committees circled the 
Caucasian area of town with fire wag· 
ons, invited the ladies to watch, and 
burned Chinatown to the ground. Two 
Chinese men died, refusing to leave 
their home. 
On July 17, 2009, the California 
legislature quietly approved a land· 
mark bill apologizing to the state's 
Chinese-American community for 
racist laws enacted during the 
mid-19th Century Gold Rush, which 
affected about 25,000 Chinese from 
1849 to 1852. The laws, some of which 
were not repealed until the 1940s, 
COURTESY OF wikipedia.org 
Engraving of some Chinese gold miners in 1800's. 
barred Chinese from owning land or 
property, marrying whites, working in 
the public sector and testifying against 
whites in court. The new bill also rec-
ognizes the contributions that Chinese 
immigrants have made to the state, 
particularly their work on the 
Transcontinental Railroad. 
The ruthless, unthinkable, and pre-
viously unread violence of the 
roundups in Eureka, Crescent city, 
Tacoma, Truckee, and San Jose con· 
jure a fluid and permeable image in 
which the white working class saw 
their own lives reflected in the lives of 
the Chinese. The two groups experi-
enced lives of poverty, displacement, 
backbreaking work, inadequate hous· 
ing, dirt, lack of women, and commu· 
nal male living, a vision close at hand 
to the very new middle class. Rural 
whites saw in the Chinese their most 
profound anxieties about their own 
identity and destiny. It was these com -
monalities, articulated as racial differ-
ences and masked as class antagonism 
that shaped the violent roundups. 
Whites violently expelled the Chinese 
in part because they looked so famil-
iar. Race, one factor that differentiated 
them, became the way in which 
Humboldt country looked at the world. 
Pfaelzer's Driven Out exposes the 
shocking story of ethnic cleansing in 
California, where the first Chinese 
Americans were rounded up and 
purged from more than three hundred 
communities by lawless citizens and 
duplicitous politicians. From 1848 in 
to the Twentieth Century, Chinatowns 
across the West burned as Chinese 
miners and merchants, lumberjacks 
and field-workers, prostitutes and 
merchants' wives were violently loaded 
onto railroad cars and steamers, 
marched out of town, or killed. 
When red posters urging the 
Chinese to carry photo identity cards 
appeared on barns and windows across 
the United States, more than one hun· 
dred thousand joined the largest mass 
civil disobedience to date in the United 
States. Even facing brutal pogroms, 
the first Chinese Americans stood up 
for their civil rights. Pfaelzer pulled 
back the veil from one of the least 
known movements in American histo· 
ry and rescued the story of a tenacious 
Chinese resistance movement. 
Student panel discusses invoking curiosity in Trinity classrooms 
JONATHAN ROTHENDLER '14 
STAFF WRITER 
Thursday's common hour presenta· 
tion was Cultivating the Curious 
Student, Campus Perspectives 
Through the Eyes of the Curious 
Student, a discussion by current 
Trinity senior students on their jour-
ney from the moment they arrived 
until now. The panel consisted of six 
students: Shawna Berk '13, Paige 
Greene '13, Emily Howe '13, Logan 
Marro '13, Elizabeth Preysner '13 and 
Anna Seidner '13. Each of them spoke 
about a variety of topics including 
freshman year, social experiences, and 
why they decided to attend Trinity. 
Although the discussion was open to 
anyone who wanted to go, almost 
everyone in attendance was either a 
professor or a staff member of Trinity. 
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Elizabeth Preysner '13 was a member of the panel. 
With the recent social changes and 
the explosive reaction following it, the 
panel could not have come at a more 
opportune time. Recent dialogue 
around the Trinity campus including 
the Charter Committee report has 
been focused around the ways in which 
the school can revitalize itself in the 
wake of a falling US News & World 
Report ranking and "party school" rep· 
utation. Although, almost paradoxical· 
ly, recent school initiatives have 
focused around the social aspects such 
as Greek Life, event planning and 
freshman housing, this panel 
addressed the academic side of things. 
The event itself was actually created 
during the summer recess, although it 
was born from rumors that the school 
was looking to create drastic changes 
in the upcoming academic year. 
Faculty from every department were 
there. Each panelist was allowed to 
talk and elaborate on their experiences 
at Trinity before any questions were 
asked. Berk, who transferred to Trinity 
last year from a community college, 
emphasized how important a liberal 
arts education is to her. For Berk, the 
opportunity to gain knowledge on 
almost any topic is extremely impor-
tant. While at a research university or 
specialist school, students may be 
encouraged to only take clases within 
their speciality, Trinity and schools like 
it benefit from a broad required cur-
riculum. Marro was initially looking to 
be recruited to schools for basketball, 
but after injuries, he no longer sought 
that option. Instead, he walked on to 
the crew team at Trinity and is one of 
the heads of Relay for Life. Greene, a 
public policy and law major, applauds 
many of the professors at Trinity for 
their acceptance of students' credibili-
ty, attaining what she says is a col-
league status. Many of the panelists 
cited relationships with professors as 
one of the highest perks of attending a 
liberal arts college. Seidner, a human 
rights major and one of the leaders of 
the Mill, chose Trinity specifically 
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Paige Greene '13 was also a member of the panel. 
because of the human rights major, a 
flagship of small liberal arts schools. 
Because of Trinity's proximity to 
Hartford, community service is a very 
central part of many 
Trinity students' lives. Howe talked 
about Halloween on Vernon, a commu· 
nity service event that allows young 
kids to go Trick-or-Treating on Vernon 
St. Halloween on Vernon is especially 
beneficial because it brings together 
different parts of the community, such 
as the fraternities, social houses and 
administration for community service. 
Howe went to high school in Tennessee, 
a state that does not send many stu· 
dents to Trinity. Trinity does not 
advertise very much in the south, and 
Howe says that they would definitely 
have prospective students similar to 
herself if the school decided to put its 
name out there. Preysner did the exact 
opposite of Howe. She came to Trinity 
because of the close proximity to her 
home; she lives only a short drive away. 
Preysner also works in the first year 
program, something that she believes 
to be a crucial part of the first year 
experience, but that could also use 
some work. 
After the students were done pre· 
senting, the professors and administra· 
tors were allowed to ask the panelists 
questions. Many of the questions 
focused on the classroom and how they, 
as teachers, can get students more 
interested in what is being taught. 
Obviously, not all students want to 
learn as much as others, so it becomes 
difficult when there is a serious moti-
vation gap between students. The pan· 
elists agreed that group work is great, 
but there needs to be an independent 
grade for each student. The goal is to 
engage the students, and get them to 
want to learn and be interested. All six 
students kept expressing the need for 
professors to actively engage students, 
not just in the classroom, but outside of 
class as well. Marro even mentioned 
how happy he was when professors he 
knew showed up to the Relay for Life 
event which is held annually at Trinity. 
Too often students are simply looking 
to make the grade instead of trying to 
gain an understanding and apprecia· 
tion for what is being taught. Although 
grades are important, in the end, if the 
material is not enough to keep you 
interested, then someone is not doing 
their job correctly. A new panel of pro· 
fessors and administrators has been 
arranged for later in the semester, and 
hopefully it will be an opportunity for 
students to have frank but important 
discussions with faculty. 
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Trendy Trinity: Silkworm clothing boutique in West Hartford 
JACKIE SANDERS '14 
STAFF WRITER 
Already bored of your fall 
wardrobe? At Trinity, it may seem like 
your options are limited to the 
Westfarms mall or online shopping 
from your dorm room. However, this is 
not the case as there are many cute 
boutiques and shops just minutes away 
from Trinity's campus that carry fun, 
classic clothes for students to wear for 
any occasion. My personal favorite is 
Silkworm, a boutique in West Hartford 
that carries women's clothing and 
accessories. 
Silkworm, owned by Erica Morizio, 
first opened in West Hartford in March 
2011. The boutique features classic, 
contemporary clothing for women, both 
casual and dressy, though Morizio spe-
cializes in dresses for all events, 
whether day or night. Originally, the 
boutique had a majority of Lilly 
Pulitzer clothing and accessories, but 
also carried a few pieces from brands 
such as Shoshanna, Goldsign, theory, 
Tibi and more. Since the initial open -
ing, Silkworm has expanded, adding 
brands such as Milly, Alice + Olivia, 
Haute Hippie and Joie. The costume 
jewelry and undergarment sections 
have also grown as well. 
Customers can find something dur-
ing every visit as Silkworm has new 
items come in almost daily. Morizio 
selects her inventory by listening to 
her clients and paying attention to 
upcoming trends, while also dressing 
women for special occasions and holi-
days. She loves dressing brides! 
Although most of Silkworm's cus-
tomers are women ages 35-60, it caters 
to all ages. Quite a few shoppers are 
Trinity students, because of the close 
location and the variety of classic con-
temporary clothing. Lots of girls from 
Trinity go to Silkworm around the time 
of formals or cocktail parties in search 
of the perfect dress. Recently, a fall 
trend Silkworm has sold involves any-
thing with texture. Whether its faux 
fur, leather, sequins, or more, these 
statement pieces are disappearing off 
the shelves. Two popular items this fall 
are Goldsign's high rise skinny jeans 
and a great black knit peplum dress by 
Alice + Olivia. Jewelry is very popular 
year round as well. 
Morizio is no rookie when it comes 
to retail. She studied at the Fashion 
Institute of Technology in New York, 
majoring in buying and merchandis-
ing. After graduating, she worked in 
merchandizing at Armani Collezioni 
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Silkwork is a new Hartford boutique which specializes in dresses for all events. It is popular at Trinity. 
Menswear and Dana Buchman, and as 
a buyer at Bloomingdales. She also 
previously owned a Silkworm in Essex, 
Connecticut, before opening up a sec-
ond location in West Hartford. She had 
several clients who would drive down 
from the Hartford area looking for clas-
sic contemporary clothing, and after 
shopping in West Hartford she saw a 
need to open a store in West Hartford. 
She then found the perfect location 
through RLM Realty. Silkworm is 
located at 982 Farmington Ave in West 
Hartford, on the same street as Elbow 
Room, Cosi, and Chipotle. 
Morizio describes her personal 
clothing style as classic chic. She tries 
to choose pieces that she can wear mul-
tiple ways, day or night. Mostly all of 
Silkworm's clothing fits this style. Her 
favorite piece in the store right now is 
the Love Quotes scarf in platinum; she 
always has it with her. When asked 
about the future of Silkworm, she said, 
"I'm always open to new opportuni-
ties ... we'll have to wait and see!" For 
now, she keeps things local by partner-
ing with many organizations such as 
Junior League and participating in 
fabulous events West Hartford does, 
such as the Fashion's Night Out sale 
just over a month ago. Silkworm also 
features special Trinity Days where, 
with your Trinity ID, you can get up to 
40% off all full price items. She's also 
hoping to do more trunk shows out of 
the store, at places like Trinity. 
For more information on Silkworm, 
email your questions to silkwormcloth-
ing@gmail.com or visit their Facebook 
page for hours and special upcoming 
sales. 
Through the grapevine: A review of Taylor Swift's 'Red' 
URSULA PETERSEN 
STAFF WRITER 
Say what you will about Taylor Swift, 
but one cannot deny her incredible suc-
cess. The country-pop star broke out onto 
the scene when she was sixteen years old, 
and since then, has entertained a mostly-
teenage·girl audience with hits like 
''Mine" and "Fifteen." But now, Swift has 
just released an entirely new album, a 
"grown up" debut, if you will, again, 
focusing on love and heartbreak and its 
never ending cycle. 
The first single released on the album 
was ''We Are Never Ever Getting Back 
Tugether," which, I'm sure, never escapes 
at least one play per hour on the radio. In 
the music video, Swift dances around an 
apartment filled with hipsters, wearing 
wide rimmed glasses and a matching set 
of pajamas. This was a huge change from 
the normal Taylor Swift video, which usu-
ally features her in some ethereal dress, 
singing forlornly about the love she lost. 
Taylor Swift's new ablum, 'Red', is a bit older. 
Instead, Swift becomes almost mocking 
and sassy-thoroughly entertaining for 
the viewer-intoning parts of the songs 
with an exasperated ''like ... ever." 
The titular "Red" was the second sin· 
gle released from this album. Red was an 
echo of the older kind of Taylor Swift 
songs, almost having an "Our Song" ring 
to it, but again, the lyrics were far more 
adult than her older music. For instance, 
Swift sings "Faster than the wind, pas-
sionate as sin, ending so suddenly." 
Swift's music, based on the nature of her 
personal relationships, has obviously 
shifted to be more appealing to an older 
audience. 
Now, in my opinion, the best song on 
the album, is ''I Knew You Were Trouble." 
If you're a fan of Taylor's old music, 
chances are you might not like this song, 
as Swift goes from a lover of the chival-
rous gentleman kind to wanting trouble. 
But if you're like me, and kind of enjoy 
this new side to T. Swift, chances are you 
will eat this song up. Not kidding, the 
first time I heard this song, as soon as I 
heard the beat drop, I put it on constant 
replay. Currently, the play listing for that 
song is at a solid 55 on my personal 
iTunes. 
Taylor also includes a song about 
friends on the album: including a sup-
posed dedication to fellow pop-star Selena 
Gomez and actress Dianna Agron. 
Reportedly, the song "22" is based on the 
three's friendships, and is oddly reminis· 
cent of Miley Cyrus' "GNO." The song 
describes the night of three friends who 
go out and have a chance to "be alright" 
because they're young (hence the title 22), 
and just overall, alive. I myself didn't 
enjoy the song, and found it to be highly 
overrated after one of my friends raved 
about it. The song itself just seemed to be 
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Taylor Swift has recently become a huge pop icon 
an overwhelmingly "girl-power'' tribute to 
friendship. While the new stylings of 
Swift were clearly apparent in the song, 
this song is the only one I would truly 
suggest skipping. 
Now, if you were to ask someone what 
the most touching song, or the most tear-
inducing (Hey, it's Taylor Swift, some 
girls are bound to shed a tear over her 
lyrics), is on the album, they might name 
"Sad Beautiful Tragic." While "Sad 
Beautiful Tragic" is amazing, the truly 
touching song on the Red album is 
"Starlight." Sure, when you first listen to 
it, it may sound like some dreamy kind of 
far-off fantasy of a teenage girl who has 
grown up, only to remember her youth. 
But in reality, Swift wrote this song after 
she was inspired by a photograph of a 
young Ethel and Robert Kennedy, the 
grandparents of Swift's ex- boyfriend, 
Connor Kennedy. Technically speaking, 
the song isn't a true account of how they 
met at all, but the romanticized nature of 
"America's Royal Family'' is a true nod to 
the impact the Kennedys have on society, 
especially the famous love between Ethel 
and Robert. 
All in all, Taylor's sound might have 
changed, but her message often stays the 
same. Love is in the air, but as she says in 
"BeginAgain," love often "beak, burn, and 
end." However, Taylor channels a new 
don't care and move-on attitude in this 
new album, a powerful portrait of the 22-
year old songstress' messy love life, which 
will continue to entertain us for a good 
long while. 
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Cinestudio review presents Mike Birbiglia' s "Sleepwalk with Me" 
SAMIA KEMAL '14 
STAFF WRITER 
Movies are sometimes like 
soul food: if prepared correct-
ly, one can detect the careful 
thought and dedication that is 
put into the process. The same 
way a famished person can 
taste the labor of love in their 
heaping plate of fried chicken, 
an audience member can feel 
the honesty that goes into 
crafting a movie. 
"Sleepwalk with Me" is one 
of those films that, on the sur-
face, seemingly appears to be 
another kitschy, satirical, yet 
moving Indie comedy; one in 
which obscure references and 
cutesy-awkward moments are 
in abundance. However, come-
dian Mike Birbiglia's feature 
film debut is set apart as a tri-
umph of self-deprecation at its 
finest; shining with originality 
and proving to be a surprising 
delight. 
"Sleepwalk with Me" first 
started off as a one-man, off-
Broadway show that Birbiglia 
starred in, wrote, and subse-
quently went on to write a 
book about under the same 
title. His show garnered 
immense praise from the likes 
of "Time Out New York" and 
The New York Times, so 
Birbiglia decided to turn his 
satirical show into a feature 
film. In order to make his 
vision a reality, Birbiglia 
enlisted the help of the iconic 
Ira Glass, from WNPR's "This 
American Life," whose forte 
for telling stories comes 
through full-force in his first 
screenplay effort. 
At the beginning of the 
film, we are introduced to bur-
geoning comedian, Matt 
Pandamiglio (Birbiglia) who 
speaks directly to the audi-
ence about his aspirations and 
the current dry spell in his 
material that serves as a block 
in the road to his comedic 
"success." He notes that his 
routine isn't quite what he 
wants it to be, and that he 
hasn't quite found his niche 
yet in the comedic world. 
We are also introduced to 
Matt's cute girlfriend Abbey 
(Lauren Ambrose), who he 
began dating in college eight 
years ago. The overarching 
question of why he and Abbey 
are not yet married is an issue 
constantly pushed by Matt's 
overbearing family. 
At first it appears as 
though Matt isn't ready to 
address any responsibility in 
his life , but it later becomes 
apparent that his lack of 
desire to marry Abbey is 
brought on by the feeling that 
he doesn't deserve her until he 
has proved himself to be wor-
thy and successful. 
One fateful night , Matt 
decides to chuck his old mate-
rial and begins complaining 
about the complexities in his 
own life; mainly revolving 
around issues he has in his 
relationship with Abbey. To 
his surprise, his routine is 
well received by the audience, 
and Matt unintentionally 
finds his comedic niche; a self-
deprecating, unappreciative 
routine that may or may not 
have detrimental effects on 
his relationship. 
In the midst of all of this, 
Matt starts sleepwalking. His 
surface level approach to all 
his problems in real life is 
magnified tenfold as it is 
addressed in his dreams. It 
starts off small, but as Matt 
delves deeper into his person-
al life in his comedy routine, 
the sleepwalking intensifies. 
Matt begins experiencing 
wild visions that drive him to 
engage in unbenounced physi-
cal danger. He finds himself 
kicking things, jumping off of 
dressers, and at one climactic 
point, leaping out of a second 
story window and suffering 
glass-related injuries to his 
legs. 
The most amazing aspect 
about the entire film is that it 
is based in truth. The narra· 
tive comes from Birbiglia's 
own experiences with sleep-
walking, and the issues that 
he dealt with on his road to 
success. Birbiglia too found 
himself in the hospital requir-
ing 33 stitches after he once 
jumped out of a glass window 
during a sleepwalking 
episode. 
The honesty with which 
Birbiglia plays Pandamiglio is 
palpable and exceedingly 
believable; he is hardly acting 
considering that the character 
is his representation of him-
self. 
"Sleepwalk with Me" is set 
apart from other indie come-
dies by the level of self-aware-
ness that it delves into, while 
still managing to maintain a 
warmhearted exterior. The 
combination makes one feel 
attached to, and root for 
Pandamiglio as a character. 
This is a film that is relatable 
in at least some way to anyone 
who experiences it. We've all 
dealt with our own anxieties 
about the future, questioning 
of our decisions, and over-
analysis of the people in our 
lives. 
Mike Birbiglia's honest 
admittance and charming por-
trayal is commendable. I look 
forward to seeing what he will 
do next, and can tell that he 
has a bright future in screen-
writing ahead of him. 
If you're looking to see a 
wide array of films, check out 
Cinestudio's showtimes at 
cinestudio.org and support 
your on-campus theater. 
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Mike Birbiglia writes, directs, and stars in "Sleepwalk with Me" as a stand up comedian. 
TRINITY COLLEGE THEATER & DANCE DEPT. PRESENTS THIS WEEK IN ARTS 
BY RICHARD 
MAXWELL 
DIRECTED BY ROY FAUDREE 
• 
THURSDAY: 7:30 P.M. FRIDAY AND SATURDAY: 4:30 & 8:30 P.M. 
NOVEMBER 15-17, 2012 
AUSTIN ARTS CENTER 
Trinity College 
ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT IARGE 
NATALIE WEINSTEIN '14 & CHANEL PAIACIOS '14 
-Chelsea Handler dot1ates •t 00,000 to Red Cross. 
fo dot1ate •t 0 at1d help the victhtts of Hurricat1e Sat1dy, text 
REtlCROSS to 90999. 
-No Doubt debuts "Lookit1g HotN tttusic video this past week-
et1d, ot11Y to retttove it after facit1g criticisttt for its depictiot1 
of Native Atttericat1s. 
- Cee Lo &reen det1ies sexual battery claittt . 
- Maroon 5 tops fhe Jillboard Hot 100 with "Ot1e More 
Night.N Agait1. 
- Kirs~en Bell and Dax Shepard at1t10Ut1ce that they are 
expect1t1g. 
-ff LeQnardo DiCaprio breaks up with tttodel girlfriet1d Erit1 
eathertot1. 
- Britney Spears it1 talks to write first t1ovel. 
- Octomom checks it1to rehab. Fit1ally. 
htfonttatiott courtesy of: http://www.ttttz.cottt attd http://www.eottlitte.cottt 
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Trinity students wow the crowd in their rendition of RENT 
continued from page one 
performances. 
This show follows the lives of eight 
friends living in Alphabet City in the 
East Village in the 1990s over the 
course of one year. It addresses contro-
versial and sometimes uncomfortable 
topics such as HIV/AIDS, homosexual-
ity, and poverty, while always asking 
viewers to consider what is important 
in life and what is worth fighting for. 
Director and choreographer Erik 
Bloomquist '14 succeeded in bringing 
these issues to life with the help of his 
incredibly talented cast. These stu -
dents had big shoes to fill, as RENT's 
original cast included Broadway icons 
like Idina Menzel (Wicked) and TV 
stars like Taye Diggs ("Private 
Practice"). 
The musical opens on roommates 
Mark and Roger, a Jewish, independ-
ent filmmaker and an HIV-positive 
musician, and one of the great dynam-
ic duos of Broadway. Seniors Sean 
Snyder and Corey Trowbridge embod-
ied their characters as soon as they 
stepped on stage, and the strength of 
their performances only increased as 
the show progressed. The first song in 
the musical, "Rent," largely a duet fea-
turing Snyder and Trowbridge, though 
the entire company joins in, was a 
powerful start to the show and estab-
lished the actors' ability to feed off of 
each other and the potency of their 
voices. Snyder and Trowbridge's tal-
ents reached their height late in the 
second act with "What You Own," in 
which they let their voices fly in their 
rendition of the powerful duet, 
approaching the performances of origi-
nal cast members Anthony Rapp and 
Adam Pascal. 
RENT is filled with noteworthy 
duets, all of which showcase the actors 
and their talents while presenting the 
musical's themes. "Light my Candle" 
introduced the audience to Mimi, an 
HIV-positive S&M dancer, played by 
Kristan Bertschmann '15. 
Bertschmann and Trowbridge's per-
formance in this song immediately 
established the sexual tension and 
attraction between their characters, 
and served as a precursor for 
Bertschmann's sexy and powerful per-
formance of "Out Tonight" later in Act 
I. Trowbridge gave the audience a taste 
of his solo vocal chops in "One Song 
Glory," Roger's emotional reflection on 
his troubled past and his hopes for the 
future. Other powerful duets in Act I 
included "Tango Maureen" and "I'll 
Cover You." "Tango Maureen" features 
Mark and Joanne, played by Kathryn 
Durkin '15, the respective ex-boyfriend 
and current girlfriend of Maureen, who 
has yet to make her entrance in the 
musical at this point. The number, 
which is meant to be very awkward for 
Mark and Joanne but also an estab-
lishment of camaraderie between the 
two, was acted, sung, and tangoed bril-
liantly by Snyder and Durkin. 
"I'll Cover You," one of the few true 
love songs in RENT, is a duet featuring 
Collins, an AIDS-ridden, gay, part-time 
professor played by Malcolm Williams 
'14, and Angel, a gay, drag queen drum-
mer who also has AIDS, portrayed by 
Rey Llena '15. Llena gave a truly 
inspired performance as Angel Dumont 
Schunard, the most complicated part 
in the musical but also the most 
impactful and well-beloved. Williams 
and Llena's voices fit together perfectly 
and set Collins and Angel apart as the 
strongest couple in the show. 
Act I closed with "Over the Moon" 
and "La Vie Boheme," two of the most 
exciting numbers in the musical. "Over 
the Moon" introduces the audience to 
Maureen, a recently turned lesbian 
performance artist who is protesting 
the living conditions in Alphabet City. 
Maureen is spunky, sexy, and over-the-
top, and junior Sarah Watson was all of 
the above and more. "La Vie Boheme," 
which featured the entire company, is a 
jubilant celebration of everything 
expressive of bohemianism. This is the 
life the characters live and love and it 
has just been insulted by Benny, Mark 
and Roger's former roommate, played 
by Marc Alexis '13. 
Impressive performances in the 
considerably shorter second act includ-
ed "Take Me or Leave Me" and the 
reprise of "I'll Cover You." "Take Me or 
Leave Me" is the vocal battle between 
alpha females Maureen and Joanne, 
and both Watson and Durkin's voices 
blew the roof off of the theater, neither 
overpowering the other because both 
were too strong to be outdone. Collins' 
reprise of his love song at Angel's 
funeral was the most emotional and 
heartfelt performance of the musical; 
Williams' deep voice sounded just like 
Jesse L. Martin's, the original Tom 
Collins, as he struggled to hold back 
the tears welling in his eyes for his lost 
lover. 
The lead actors' performances were 
only strengthened by the impressive 
work of the 11-member ensemble, 
whose voices were equally as powerful 
and enhanced the show immensely. 
RENT's success was also largely due to 
Costume Designer Carolyn Toner '14, 
who brilliantly kept some of the most 
iconic costumes from the original pro-
duction, namely Angel's Santa costume 
and Angel and Maureen's New Years 
outfits, and also seamlessly portrayed 
the economic situation of the inhabi-
tants of Alphabet City. Cast members 
received a well-deserved standing ova-
tion as they filled the stage at the end 
of the musical, proving that they need-
ed far fewer than 525,600 minutes to 
showcase the outstanding musical the-
ater talent at Trinity College. 
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Kristan Bertschmann '15 as Mimi attempts to seduce Corey Trowbridge '13 as Roger in Trinity's RENT. 
Trinitones and Trinity College Dance Company serenade audience 
ADDIE BRANDFIELD-HARVEY '16 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Homecoming weekend started off on 
the right foot and tune with the com-
bined performances of the lovely a capel-
la group The Trinitones and The Trinity 
College Dance Company at Trinity 
Commons on Friday, Nov. 2. 
There was no better place to be on a 
cold Friday evening than the perform-
ance hall to hear enchanting voices and 
to watch talented dancers move with the 
music. 
The night began with the first dance 
group showing off their ballet and hip-
hop moves. The group displayed an 
interesting style by transitioning from 
fluid ballet positions to breaking it down 
to the beat. It was amazing how each 
dancer turned with the tempo and man-
aged to stay in unison, considering the 
fast pace the group was performing at. 
After that excitement, the second act 
was a performance by The Trinitones 
singing "Stuck Like Glue" by Sugarland. 
The all-girl singing group shined not 
only by looking sleek in black but also by 
having Christina Claxton '16, Maggie 
Gibson '16, Caroline Mancusi '16, and 
Callie McLaughlin '16 take the lead, all 
forming beats with pats on the hip and 
stomps with the feet. 
Another real treat was the third act, 
which included both types of entertain-
ment. This performance was by far the 
best with dancers gracefully moving 
along to The Trinitones rendition of 
Jason Mraz's ballad "I Won't Give Up." 
The dance performers dressed in white, 
portraying a sense of purity, which made 
the presentation much more meaning-
ful. In addition, president of the 'Tones 
Ayala Cohen '13 raised the bar as the 
group's soloist and the Dance Company 
proved their capability to make a great 
show. 
Following that demonstration, The 
Trinitones were in the spotlight again 
choosing to sing Billy Joel's "And So It 
Goes," delivering each lyric with intensi-
ty, particularly the line "my silence is my 
self-defense" which was expressed 
rather eloquently. 
To end the show with a hoot, the per-
formers, including dancers and singers, 
turned up the heat in the final act of the 
night. The Trinitones' Marie Christner 
'15 filled some big heels with her solo 
"Fever" by Beyonce, taking the song by 
storm and displaying her strong vocals 
while the crew backed her up on the 
tempo with jazzy finger snapping. 
As for the dancers, their routine 
matched perfectly with the song as they 
sported an array of swift moves and bold 
stares. When the last line was sung and 
the stage lights began to fade, the 
impressed crowd heartily applauded the 
artists on their overall work and sheer 
gifts. 
The Trinitones had an eventful 
weekend. After performing on Friday 
evening, they were ready to put on 
another show on Satuday, Nov. 3. The 
Trinitones sang the national anthem at 
the Homecoming football game, to an 
expansive audience of Trinity alumni, 
students, and friends and falnily mem-
bers. 
This year's Homec01ning at Trinity 
consisted of many events but this special 
performance will be remembered as a 
dead ringer. 
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The Trinity College Dance Company teamed up with The Trinitones to perform various inspring pieces. The Trinitones had an eventful weekend, singing on Friday evening and also on Saturday afternoon. 
14 The Trinity Tripod 
Departtnent of Music presents: Chatnber Ensetnbles Recital 
ASHLEY MULLEN '15 
STAFF WRITER 
On Nov. 1, Trinity College's 
Department of Music presented the 
Chamber Ensembles Recital during com-
mon hour in the Goodwin Theater of the 
Austin Arts Center. The recital featured 
11 Trinity students, from freshmen to sen-
iors, who exhibited exceptional expertise 
with various instruments such as the 
piano, flute, violin, and cello. 
The stormy weather of Hurricane 
Sandy not only caused the cancellation of 
classes on Monday and Tuesday, but also 
prevented the performers from practicing 
their pieces during class and rehearsing 
with each other onstage. Although the 
students may not have felt thoroughly 
prepared and confident without the prop-
er practice, the extensive support and 
encouragement from their mentors and 
peers helped them to achieve an out-
standingly flawless recital. The perform-
ance attested to their splendid musical 
skill. At the beginning of the recital, the 
students were only given more encourage-
ment by Nancy Curran, coordinator of the 
Instrument Ensembles, who enthusiasti-
cally declared, 'The show must go on!" 
The recital opened with the Trio 
Sonata in D Minor, a composition by 
Theodor Schwartzkopff who was a 17th 
century German composer. Featuring 
Courtney Roach '16 and Tara Kantor '16 
on flute, Elliott Barron '15 on cello, and 
accompanied by Instrument Ensembles 
Coordinator Nancy Curran on harpsi-
chord, the quartet flowed through the 
composition's four different sections, from 
the lively Vivace introduction, to the slow 
Andante melody, followed by the staccato 
Aria I harmony, and concluding with the 
intricate Aria II finale. Taking the lead in 
the quick, melodious composition, flutists 
Roach and Kantor executed a complex 
sequence of synchronization and Curran 
displayed the slow notes of the harpsi-
chord, giving the piece a medieval-esque 
nature. 
The Trio no. 1 in G Major, composed 
by Franz Joseph Haydn, featured 
Jaroslaw Lis on violin, Davis Kim '15 on 
piano, and Wes Klimas '13 on cello. The 
male trio created an expertly complicated 
harmony that interwove both slow and 
rapid musical sequences. The measured 
Andante, energetic Poco Allegro, serene 
Rondo all-Ongarese, and rapid-fire Presto 
movements all portrayed an intense level 
of virtuoso skill. From the trilling melan-
choly of the violin to the light piano 
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Perfo rmers serenaded the crowd during Common Hour on Thursday, Nov. 1 after Sandy subsided. 
''SLEEPWALK WITH ME'' 
Tuesday, November 6, 7:30 p.m. 
14th EROS FILM 
FESTIVAL 
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through 
Sunday, November 11 
''MAX ET LES 
FERAILLEURS'' 
Sunday, November 11, 7:30 p.m. 
Monday, November 12, 7:30 p.m. 
See cinestudio.org for films and times 
ensemble, the composition's pace included 
both speedy intensity and lilting calm-
ness. 
The recital then presented Friedrich 
Weber's Trio ''Facile," op. 15 with Yisheng 
Cai '16 on violin, So Young Kim '14 on 
piano, and Kathy Schiano on cello. 
Guided along by Cai on the violin, the 
slower Larghetto movement contained a 
gradual crescendo into a faster paced pas-
sage embellished with cello solos that 
added bars of deeper tenors. 
Taking a break from the centuries-old 
classical compositions, the recital also 
included Kyeong-Wook Seol's modern 
piece "Called to Love," starring the previ-
ous performers Cai, Kim, and Schiano on 
violin, piano, and cello. With the high, 
trilling notes of the violin and the deep, 
melodious notes of the cello, the ensemble 
contained both aspects of contemporary 
music and embellishments of classical 
music. 
Following Seol's modern piece was 
Sergei Rachmaninoff's Sonata for Cello 
and Piano, including only the fluid 
Andante movement, which was played by 
Sha Li '16 on piano and accompanied by 
Schiano on cello. Beginning with a long, 
yet complex opening, the composition pre-
sented a synchronization of aggravated 
piano and cello embellishments that 
made both instruments equal through-
out the ensemble. 
In the end, the recital closed with 
Claude Debussy's composition of the 
Sonata for Cello and Piano, which fea-
tured only the Prologue movement with 
Kim on piano and Schiano on cello. A 
French composer from the 20th century, 
Debussy's compositions are products of 
the avant-garde era, and contain the 
spontaneity and whim of modernism. In 
this innovative Sonata, Kim and Schiano 
rendered this impulsive nature, ending 
the recital with the unique timing and 
free harmonies of Debussy's own cre-
ation. 
The recital covered every major peri-
od in the history of classical music, from 
the early medieval-like composition of 
Schwartzkopff to the contemporary tune 
of Seol, the performers of the 
Instrumental Ensembles displayed a 
diverse assortment of compositions. 
Although the audience was smaller than 
normal due to the midday scheduling 
and the post-Sandy timing, the recital 
was presented in a professional manner, 
such that performers and audience-
members alike could reach a true appre-
ciation of the recital's classical music. 
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Hurricane Sandy couldn't keep the musicians from putting on their recital, a true calm after the storm. 
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At the season's end, Field Hockey's hopeful for an NCAA bid 
STEVIE GRIGLAK '13 
CONTRIBUTING WRlTER 
With an impressive 7-3-0 
conference finish and an 11-4 
overall record, the women's field 
hockey team anticipates a poten-
tial National Collegiate Athletic 
Conference (NCAA) bid this 
year. The hosting Bantams fell 
to No. 14-rankedAmherst 3-2 in 
double overtime last Saturday, 
eliminating them from the New 
England Small College Athletic 
Conference (NESCAC) tourna-
ment. 
This game marks Trinity's 
second postseason meeting with 
Amherst, where they finished 
with a 1-0 win over the Lord 
Jeffs in the 2008 quarterfinals. 
Trinity, who finished fifth (6-4-0) 
in their 2011 season faced 'Tufts 
in the quarterfinals, a familiar 
foe of the postseason tourna -
ment, and came out on top with 
a 2-1 win in double overtime. 
Despite the Bantams previ-
ous 1-0 win over the Lord Jeffs 
in regular season and outshoot-
ing them 26-16 in the quarterfi-
nals, Amherst junior Krista 
Zsitvay netted the winning goal 
on a penalty corner with just 
over eight minutes remaining in 
double overtime. 
Trinity had a strong start to 
their season winning five 
straight games in two weeks, 
while a majority of them were at 
least a two-goal difference. 
Trinity continued their success 
with another four game winning 
streak and only intermittent 
losses. which {lushed the 
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End of the season heroics fell short for Chanel Erasmus'15 against the Lord Jeffs. 
Bantams into the NESCAC 
tournament with an 11-3 record. 
With 37 total goals scored 
and 20 against, the Bantams 
showed strong offensive and 
defensive performances. Senior 
forward Hadley Duncan, who 
scored both goals against the 
Lord Jeffs last Saturday, follows 
up on the conclusion of their sea-
son. ''This season was by far my 
favorite. The girls were unbe-
lievable, this team was by far 
the closest field hockey team I've 
been on. I'm really happy with 
the results of this season, 
although we came up short we 
did very well." Duncan led the 
team with goals scored, totaling 
a career high of twelve over the 
course of her final season. 
This 2012 season marked 
Coach Anne Parmenter's 12th 
season with the Bantams, tally-
ing a 93-77-conference record 
over the course of her time at 
Trinity. Junior forward Paige 
Duke added a goal to the 
Bantam's 3-0 victory over 
UMass Dartmouth two weeks 
ago, which sealed Coach 
Parmenter's 200th career win. ''I 
think our coaches are upset that 
we didn't go as far as we could. I 
think we all wanted to get a 
chance to play Middlebury 
another time. But they are 
proud of how we came together 
as a team and conquered the 
many battles we came across," 
Duncan said of her coach's post-
season reflections. 
Junior defender Sarah 
Duncan, who has totaled five 
goals and seven assists for the 
Bantams, was a key member of 
The NHL Lockout and the state of sports 
BOBBY GAI.LAHUE '14 
STAFF WRlTER 
The NHL is again headed to 
what looks like its second lockout 
in eight years. They have one of 
the most diehard fan bases in all 
of professional sports and risk 
alienating them once again. The 
fans came back after the first 
lockout, as proven by the $3.3 bil-
lion in revenue the NHL pulled in 
last year, but will they return 
again? 
The debate between the 
NHLPA and the league is about 
money, which surprises no one. 
The revenue split between the 
players and the owners is 57/43 
in favor of the players, a rarity in 
pro sports as 50 percent or under 
for players is the norm. This cur-
rent model of labor sharing will 
not be continued in the NHL, as 
the latest proposal from the own-
ers asks for a 50/50. The owner's 
initial proposal had a 57/43 split 
in favor of them. Besides the 
fighting over revenue, owners 
want to decrease the salary cap. 
The cap is $70.2 million at the 
moment. This is higher than the 
$58 million of the NBA, a league 
that pulls in $600 million more in 
revenue. This would in effect 
reduce player salaries, something 
the NHLPA is contesting. These 
are the main points of contention. 
Some of the minor points they 
are fighting over include third 
party arbitration over discipline 
issues. At the moment if a player 
is disciplined for a high hit or 
other egregious penalty and 
decides to appeal the fine, 
Commissioner Bettman hears 
the appeal and makes the deci-
sion. This is something that 
needs to change. 
Reading various sports blogs, 
almost all argue in favor of the 
players. They paint the owners 
as greedy and capitalistic, fight-
ing over a couple revenue per-
centage points. What they fail to 
address is that 18 NHL teams 
lost money last year. If the top 
five teams and the bottom 25 
teams are grouped, the top five-
posted a profit of $212 million 
while the bottom 25 lost $86 mil-
lion. If these bottom teams can 
increase the amount of revenue 
they receive and pay out less in 
player salaries, they might be 
able to operate in a profit. These 
owners have a lot at risk; bank-
ruptcy could mean losing every-
thing they have built up. Many 
teams are just trying to survive; 
they don't have the massive 
amounts of money everyone 
believes they do. Players won't be 
affected if a team goes under, 
they can go and play for another 
team. At the moment players are 
playing overseas, while the own-
ers cannot make any money. 
However, neither the players nor 
the owners suffer as much as the 
American sports fans. They are 
the ones who truly lose out in the 
situation. 
The third week in October 
should be the best week of the 
year for American sports fans. 
It is the only time that all four 
major sports league are play-
ing, or rather should be play-
ing. This glorious week has 
been ruined each of the past 
three years by labor disputes. 
Last year it was the NBA who 
had their lockout. The year pre-
vious was the NFL, who was 
producing an inferior product 
due to their lockout and lack of 
training camp. Now the NHL 
has decided to have a go at 
ruining this week and succeed-
ed wonderfully. The fan has 
become disillusioned with pro-
fessional sports; they know 
lockouts will occur every time 
that the labor agreement ends. 
These lockouts always end with 
both groups unsatisfied, and 
the fans lose out more than 
anyone. Therefore the next 
labor debate will be even more 
contentious. The old adage 
"more money, more problems," 
applies perfectly to the state of 
labor in sports. Fans need to 
take back control; they are the 
ones who provide this revenue 
and therefore can take it away. 
All the players and owners 
understand is a loss in revenue. 
There has to be consequences 
in order to change the behavior 
of owners and players. A boy-
cott of the first week of the sea -
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Captain Hadley Duncan '13 led the Bantams to a successful season ending 11-
the defensive line. ''I think we 
played well overall and it was an 
evenly matched game, we just 
couldn't get the ball in the cage. 
We had lots of chances, especial-
ly in overtime, but none bounced 
our way," Duncan commented on 
the heartbreaking quarterfinal 
loss. ''It's definitely frustrating 
that we beat Amherst in the reg-
ular season, and after pulling 
out such a great regular season 
record it's tough to have the sea-
son end so suddenly." 
In reflecting on the team's 
goals for the 2012 season, 
Duncan quoted, "We were hop-
ing to make it farther than we 
did, considering we made it to 
the semis for the past two years, 
so losing in the quarterfinals 
was definitely disappointing. 
Looking past that, we grew a lot 
closer as a team this year and 
developed a great foundation for 
next season." 
The Bantams anticipate an 
at-large NCAA bid, albeit both 
Hadley and Duncan remark that 
they are somewhat apprehen-
sive about the team's nomina-
tion. ''I don't want to get my 
hopes up because I think that 
the likely chance of us getting a 
bid is not that high, but our fin-
gers are crossed!" says Duncan. 
Trinity's seniors and co-cap-
tains Haley Thompson '13, 
Lauren Slattery '13 and Duncan 
have led the Bantams to suc-
cessful seasons throughout their 
time and have left a significant 
mark on the field hockey pro-
gram, although their final sea-
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The Trinity Tripod 
Football remains undefeated, eyeing NESCAC Championship 
BART HARVEY '16 
STAFF WRITER 
The Trinity College Bantams 
found themselves down 17-9 at 
halftime this past Saturday 
against the Amherst College 
Lord Jeffs with the New 
England Small College Athletic 
Conference (NESCAC) title on 
the line, as well as an undefeat-
ed season. The Bantams were 
able to use a 20-point fourth 
quarter to clinch a share of the 
title and keep their undefeated 
hopes alive. In addition, Trinity, 
ranked No. 1 in New England, 
preserved its nation-best home 
winning str!=Jak by winning its 
4 7th consecutive home regular 
season game, maintaining their 
undefeated record since the turf 
was put into Jessee/Miller Field, 
which was packed with alumni 
returning for the Homecoming 
football game on Saturday. 
After struggling throughout 
the first half, Tim Costello '13 
brought the Bantams within 
striking distance, connecting on 
his second field goal, making it 
17-12. The Lord Jeffs quickly 
responded with a field goal of 
their own with 5:08 left to play 
in the third quarter. Then on the 
opening drive of the fourth 
quarter, the Bantams were able 
to put together a 9-play, 71-yard 
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Trinity looks to complete a perfect season away against Wesleyan next Saturday. 
drive ending in a one yard 
touchdown run by running back 
Evan Bunker '14, his second of 
the day, to put Trinity within 
two points. Bunker was unable 
to punch it in for the 2-point 
conversion so the score 
remained 20-18. 
On Amherst's ensuing pos-
session, senior co-captain safety 
Rae Haynes '13 jumped the 
wide receiver's route to inter-
cept the ball and return it to the 
endzone, giving Trinity its first 
lead of the game, 26-20, follow-
ing the 2-point conversion by 
running back Ben Crick '14. 
Amherst was forced to punt on 
their next two possessions, 
allowing Trinity to add an insur-
ance touchdown on a 26-yard 
touchdown pass from quarter-
back Ryan Burgess '13 to run-
ning back Michael Budness '15, 
making the final score of the 
game 32-20. 
Amherst put up the first 
points of the game with a 29-
yard field goal with seven min-
utes remaining in the first quar-
ter. Trinity answered with a 
field goal from Costello. The 
Bantams took the lead on a 3-
play, 35-yard drive, following a 
fumble by Amherst quarterback 
Max Lippe that was picked up 
Afghanistan. Tillman tragically died at the age of 27 after being shot 
down by accidental friendly fire during his second military tour. 
1993- Evander Holyfield reclaimed the World Heavyweight 
Championship from Riddick Bowe after twelve hard fought rounds. 
Holyfield, who was the undisputed heavyweight champion from 1990 to 
1992, lost his title to Bowe in December 1992. Holyfield, who was known 
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Safety Rae Hayes '13 and the Bantams defense held back the Lord Jeffs at home. 
by defensive end Lyle Baker '15. 
The Lord Jeffs then put togeth-
er two consecutive touchdown-
scoring drives; the first ending 
on a 5-yard touchdown rush by 
Lippe, the second on a 6-yard 
touchdown pass from Lippe to 
freshman wide receiver Brian 
Ragone. Entering intermission, 
the visitors led 17-9. 
Bunker, who accumulated 
215 yards rushing and two 
touchdowns, said after the game 
that, "We made too many mis· 
takes in the first half and were 
looking to wear their defense 
down in the second." Burgess, 
who finished 11-22 for 125 yards 
and one interception and a 
touchdown, also noticed the 
sluggishness in the first half 
stating, ''It is a game of two 
halves, we don't play a half, we 
don't play a quarter, we play a 
full sixty minutes, to the very 
end." 
The Bantams sit atop the 
NESCAC with a one-game lead 
over Middlebury, who they beat 
45·7. Coach Jeff Devanney has 
only had one undefeated season, 
back in 2004, and he says that, 
"For this team, all we want is 8-
0." The Bantams will look to 
achieve this remarkable feat 
next Saturday at Wesleyan. 
Trinity College Bantams 
ov. 10 
Football 
at Wesleyan 12 p.m . 
Men's & Women's Cross Country 
ov. 10 NCAA DIII Regional 
Championships 
Men's Basketball 







Nov. 16 vs. Conn. College 7 :30 p.m. 
